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Abstract

This thesis presents an efficient O(n2) time algorithm for solving the helix generation

problem of RNA to predict the secondary structure of that RNA. It encodes the RNA .

secondary structures as an integer permutation .of helices: The helices are pre-computed by

the helix generation algorithm and each integer corresponds to a candidate helix. m this

thesis, a helix is formed only when three or more adjacent base pairs are formed and the loop

connecting the helix is at least three nucleotides in length. From this algorithm we find all

possible helices that can form in a structure. After that we predict secondary structure of

RNA by SARNA-Predict based on Simulated Annealing (SA). SARNA-Predict uses a

permutation based representation to the RNA secondary structure and percentage swap

translocating mutation operator to fmd a solution with a lower free enetgy~ Calculating the

minimum free energy, we find the stable secondary structure of the RNA.

1



CHAPTER!

Introduction

2

In this chapter, necessary background, present state and motivation for study on RNA

secondary structure and the objectives of the thesis are discussed. In Section 1.1, theoretical

background on RNA helix is discussed. Section 1.2 represents the present state of the

problem. Section 1.3 deals with the objectives of the thesis. At last in Section 1.4, the

summary of the overall thesis paper is discussed.

1.1 Background

In this section, the background of RNA helix generation and several secondary structural

terms are discussed. Details of molecular biological terms are discussed in Chapter 2.

1.1.1 DNA to RNA

The nucleic acids are informational molecules because their primary structure contains a code

or set of directions by which they can duplicate themselves and guide the synthesis of

proteins. There are two types of nucleic acids which are polymers found in all living cells.

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is found mainly in the nucleus of the cell, while Ribonucleic

Acid (RNA) is found mainly in the cytoplasm of the cell although it is usually synthesized in

the nucleus. Every cell must contain the genetic information and the DNA is therefore

duplicated before a cell divides (replication). When proteins are needed, the corresponding

genes are transcribed into RNA (transcription). The RNA is fIrst processed so that non~

coding parts are removed (processing) and is then transported out of the nucleUs (transport).

Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) is a biologically important type of molecule that consists of a long
. .

chain of nucleotide units. Each nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous base, a ribose sugar and a

phosphate. RNA is very similar to DNA, but differs in a few important structural details in

--- -_.- .------------' - - - -- _._-



Chapter 1: Introduction

the cell. RNA is usually single-stranded while DNA is usually double-stranded; RNA

nucleotides contain ribose while DNA nucleotides contain dioxyribose and RNA has the base

uracil rather than thymine that is present in DNA.

1.1.2 Helix

A helix is formed with three constraints [1]:

• First, it forms only when three or more adjacent pairs form.

• Second, the loop connecting the stacked pair must be at least three nucleotides

in length.

• .Third, each helix must not share bases with another.

I

iii.. U'G: 3 or more.nucleotides
'J - - - -.L~

,'G~C ~
: G - U: 3 or more pairs
I I

:A-U:
,)----C

Figure 1.1The helix generated by the helix generation algorithm

Figure 1.1 shows a graphical representation of the first two constraints. By using these rules,.

it is possible to enumerate all the potential helices that can form in a strilcture. The challenge

is in predicting which ones will actually form in the native structure. The collective listing of

the paired bases of an RNA strand defmes the secondary structure.

1.1.3 Helix Generation Problem

Helix generation is the most important factor to predict RNA secondary structures. Figure 1.2

shows an algorithm to generate all possible helices [1]. start with a pair (ri, rj) from the pre-

generated set of base pairs .. If each base pair is already part of other helices, then it is
. discarded. If not, the next step is to attempt "growing" the potential helix h by stacking base

pairs on top of it. The indices i and} are incremented and decremented respectively, and eac~

successive pair is checked to determine if it is a canonical base pair. ThUes,the base pairs

-'. - •..•.. -
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{(r;+l, rj-l), (ri+2,rj_2), (ri+3,1)-3), •••} are added to h. At this stage, two criteria are applied. If

h has a minimum of three stacked base pairs; and at least three unpaired bases between the

last base pair, it is considered valid and added to the set of all helices H. Otherwise, helix h is

discarded and the process continues with the next base pair. With this formulation for

structure generation, the structure prediction problem becomes a combinatorial optimization

problem; the final solution is a subset of the setH of all possible helices'that contains only the

helices which make up the fmal structure. The constraint that no helix share bases with

another ensures that only chemically feasible structures are predicted. Since the helices

determined by this model are always a contiguous set of base pairs, the conflict data is

computed by looking for overlap between the,3' and 5' indices of the base pairs at the top and

bottom of 'each helix. This conflict data is then captured within a lookup table for swift

retrieval.

1: Generate set of possible base pairs (ri,rj) from given sequence;
2: initialize helix h;
3: COl' each pair (ri, rj) (10
4: \~hilt"(helix h is valid) and (helix h is incomplete) do
5: , if «r;, rj) is a canonical base pair) and «r,Jj) is not part of an existing helix)

tht"u
6: add base pair (r;,Ci) to helix h;
7: increment index i;
8: decrement index);

, 9: t'1st"
10: if (helix h contains less than 3 base pair) tht'u
11: helix h is invalid;
12: t'1st"if (helix h has less than 3 bases in betwee~ the last base pair) tht"u
13: helix h is invalid;
14: ('be-
15: helix h is complete;
16: t"ud if
17: t'u(l if
18: t"udwhilt'
19: if (helix h is valid) then
20: insert helix h into set of all helice s H;
21: t'ud if
22: t'ud fo!"

Figure, 1.2 The pseudo code of the helix generation algorithm

1.1.4 Secondary Structure of RNA

Nucleic acid structure prediction is a computational method to determine nucleic acid

secondary and tertiary structure from its sequence. Secondary structure can be predicted from

-~----------.,_._-
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a single or from several nucleic acid sequences. The problem of predicting nucleic acid

secondary structure is dependent mainly on base pairing and base stacking interactions.

Summing the free energy for such interactions should provide an approximation for the

stability of a given structure. The simplest way to fmd the lowest free energy structure would

be to generate all possible structures and calculate the free energy for it, but the number of

possible structures for a sequence increases exponentially with the length of RNA [2]. For

longer RNA molecules, the number of possible secondary structures is huge: a sequence of

100 nucleotides has more than 1025 possible secondary structures [3].

Secondary structure is generally composed by helices and different types of loops:

• Helices: continuous nested base pairs. (energetically favorable)

• Non-base paired loops:

o Hairpin loop

o Bulge

o Intemalloop

o Multiloop

Hairpin Loop

[hr
1

. ~~

o . .A...;-.,. . . Multi. Loop . ; \
\ ~-"" . ".\.

. (' .. . 9'-\)-. /,--J-('. /)., ~)... \,j ;"0 '\ 1\' r
::)AAO..•) ? /J--f~.. ) .

\. ~'H( \ /, Stark
Bulge C\ / j J.. . 0yT"'hV

(~)-()6 Internal toop

External Base
Figure 1.3 The secondary structure

The accuracy of RNA secondary structure prediction from a single sequence by free energy

minimization is limited by several factors:

.. 1. The free energy value's list in nearest neighbor model is incomplete.

2. Not all known RNA folds in such a way as to conform to the thermodynamic
.. .mmlmum.

3. Some RNA sequences have more than one biologicaUy active conformation (i..

e.Riboswitches)

5



Chapter 1:Introduction

For this reason, the ability to predict structures which have similar low free energy would

provide significant information. Such structures are termed suboptimal structures.

1.2 Motivation and Scope of the Thesis

Tsang et al. researched on RNA secondary structure prediction using different mutation

operators by helix generation algorithm that runs in O(n4) time [1].

Tsang et aJ. worked on RNA secondary structure prediction using different annealing

schedule by helix g~neration algorithm [4].

It is estimated that the number of possible structures from an input of n nucleotides is

larger than l.Sn [5] [2], and the number of possible structures in SARNA-Predict is 21Hl,

where His the set of all possible helices [6].

A breakdown of some of the sub-algorithms in SARNA-Predict and their inputs is defmed:

• Sequence length in nucleotides - n

• .Number of possible base pairs - m

• Number of possible helices - 0

• Size of a helix in base pairs - p

We note that the algorithni is trying to make. base pairs between all combinations of

bases. In our helix generation model, each helix found by the helix generation algorithm must

have at least three stacked pairs and the number of nucleotides connecting the stacked pairs

must be no less than three. Therefore, the minimum number of nucleotides in each helix is

nine. Figure 1.1 shows a graphical representation of the minimum number ofnucleotides in

each helix. Consider the case where only the minimum number of nucleotides formed the

helices, we will have O(n) possible helices. Then, consider the case where more than

minimum number of nucleotides were present in the helices, the possibility of such

helices also grow in O(n). By combining the above two cases, finding all the possible helices

o grow in O(n2). The helix generation algorithm tries to extend each of the possible base pairs

into stack making the algorithm grow in O(m2). Therefore, the size of m is largely influenced

by the output of the base pair generation algorithm and likewise the size of n [7]. So, the time

complexity of helix generation algorithm rise O(n4). It is therefore necessary to design an

efficient algorithm with less running time to generate a helix of RNA..

6



Chapter 1:Introduction 7

..
1.3 Objectivesof the Thesis

The objectives of the thesis are as follows':

• To design an algorithm of helix generation

Predicting secondary structure, all possible helices must be generated at first. For this

reason helix generation algorithm is developed to generate helices~

• To improve the time complexity of helix generation algorit~m

To generate all possible helices with some constraints our proposed algorithm requires

O(n2) time. Thus the running time of .our proposed algorithm is better than that of Tsang

et al.'s algorithm which needs O(n4) time.

• To predict the secondary structure of RNA by calculating. the minim~m free

energy

After the generation of all possible helices, we calculate free energy for all possible.

secondary structures E(S) where no helices in S share one or more base. From. these

energies, we fmd the minimum free energy to predict the stable secondary structure of
...RNA.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The best known algorithm that solves the helix generation problem needs O(n4) time. Our

proposed algorithm that generate helices improves the time complexity to O(n2).

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives preliminary definitions. Chapter 3

gives a newly developed helix generation algorithm. Chapter 4 shows the experimental

results by applying our proposed algorithm. Chapter 5 conclu(jes with a discussion of our

proposed algorithm and future works.

-'"..~..



CHAPTER 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, the terms and definitions related to our proposed algorithm are discussed with

examples. Since our proposed algorithm is related to bioinformatics computing, we emphasis

on molecular biological part. In Section 2.1 molecular biological terms and in Section 2.2

associated terms which are related to our proposed algorithm are discussed ..

2.1. Molecular Biological Terms

Our proposed algorithm is designed to generate the helix of RNA. So, it is needed to know

about the details of molecular biological terms to understand the proposed algorithm.

2.1.1 DNA

DNA stands for Deoxyribonucleic Acid. It is a nucleic acid that contains the genetic

instructions used in the development and functioning of all known living organisms and some

viruses. The main role of DNA molecules is the long-term storage of information. DNA is

often compared to a set of blueprints or a recipe, or a code, since it contains the instructions

needed to construct other components of cells, such as proteins and RNA molecules. The

DNA segments that carry this genetic information are called genes, but other DNA sequences

have structUralpurposes, or are involved in regulating the use of this genetic information.

DNA is a long polymer made from repeating units called nucleotides [8][9]. In living

organisms, DNA does not usually exist as a single molecule, but instead as a pair of

molecules that are held tightly together [10][11]. These two long strands entwine.Jike vines,

in the shape of a double helix. The. nucleotide repeats contain both the. segment of the

backbone of the molecule, which holds the chain together, and it. base which interacts with the

other DNA strand in the helix. A base linked toa sugar is called a nucleoside and a base

8
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Chapter 2: Preliminaries 9

linked to a sugar and one or more phosphate groups is called a nucleotide. If multiple

nucleotides are linked together, as in DNA, this polymer is called a polynucleotide [12].

The backbone of the DNA strand is made from alternating phosphate and sugar residues [13]..

The sugar in DNA is 2-d~xyribose, which is a pentose (five-carbon) sugar. The sugars are

joined together by phosphate groups that form phosphodiester bonds between the third and

fifth carbon atoms of adjacent sugar rings. These asymmetric bonds mean a strand of DNA

has a direction. In a double helix the direction of the nucleotides in one strand is opposite to

their direction in the other strand: the strands are anti-parallel. The asymmetric ends of DNA

strands are called the 5' (five prime) and 3' (three prime) ends, with the 5',end having a

terminal phosphate group and the 3' end a terminal hydroxyl group. One major difference

between DNA and RNA is the sugar, with the 2-deoxyribose in DNA being replaced by the

alternative pentose sugar ribose in RNA [11].

Tf1Yil1Ine
•.Adenine

Figure 2.1 The chemical structure of DNA

The DNA double helix is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the bases attached to the two

strands. The four bases found.in DNA are adenme (abbreviated A),-cytosine (C), guanine (G)

and thymine (T). These four bases are attached to the sugar/phosphate to form the complete
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Chapter 2:Preliminaries 10

nucleotide. The chemical structure of DNA is shown in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1, hydrogen

bonds are shown as blue dotted lines.

These bases are classified into two types; adenine and guanine are fused five- and six-

member heterocyclic compounds called purines, while cytosine and thymine are six-member

rings called pyrimidines [11]. Pyrimidine is a heterocyclic aromatic organic compound

similar to benzene and pyridine, containing two nitrogen atoms at positions 1 and 3 of the

six-member ring [14]. It is isomeric with two other forms of diazine. Figure 2.2 shows the

chemical structures of pyrimidine.

Figure 2.2 The chemical structures of pyrimidin

A purine is a heterocyclic aromatic organic compound, consisting of a pyrimidine ring fused

to an imidazole ring [12]. Figure 2.3 shows the chemical structure of purine. Imidazole is an

organic compound with the formula C3R.N2• This aromatic heterocyclic is classified as an

alkaloid. Figure 2.4 shows the chemical structure of imidazole.

Figure 2.3 The chemical structures of Purine

HtN.I \\H.--- .../"-. HN .
H

Figure 2.4 The chemical structures of imidazole



Chapter 2: Preliminaries

Within cells, DNA is organized into long structures called chromosomes. These

chromosomes are duplicated before cells divide, in a process called DNA replication.

Eukaryotic organisms (animals, plants, fungi, and protists) store most of their DNA inside the

cell nucleus and some of their DNA in organelles, such as mitochondria or chloroplasts [15].

In contrast, prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) store their DNA only in the cytoplasm. Within

the chromosomes, chromatin proteins such as histones compact and organize DNA. These

compact structures guide the interactions between DNA and other proteins, helping control

which parts of the DNA are transcribed.

2.1.2 RNA

Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) is a biologically important type of molecule that consists of a long

chain of nucleotide units. Each nucleotide consists of a nitrogenous base, a ribose sugar, and

a phosphate. RNA is very similar to DNA; but differs in a few important structural details: in

the cell, RNA is usually single-stranded, while. DNA is usually double-stranded; RNA

nucleotides contain ribose while DNA contains dioxyribose (a type of ribose that lacks one

oxygen atom); and RNA has the base uracil rather than thymine that is present in DNA.

Each nucleotide in RNA contains a ribose sugar, with carbons numbered l' through 5'. A base

is attached to the I' position, generally adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or uracil (U).

Adenine and guanine are purines, cytosine and uracil are pyrimidines. A phosphate group is

attached to the 3' position of one ribose and the 5' position ofthe next The phosphate groups

have a negative charge each at physiological pH, making RNA a charged molecule

(polyamine). -The bases may form hydrogen bonds between cytosine and guanine, between

adenine and uracil and between guanine and uracil [16]. However other interactions are

possible, such as a group of adenine bases binding to each other in a bulge [17].

11
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Figure 2.5 The chemical structures of RNA

An important .structural feature of RNA that distinguishes it. from DNA is the presence of a

hydroxyl group at the 2' position of the ribose sugar. The chemical structure of RNA is shown

in Figure 2.5. In this Figure, guanine (G) is attached to the l' position of ribose.

2.1.3 The Comparison of DNA and RNA

RNA and DNA are both nucleic acids, but differ in three main ways.

• DNA is double-stranded, but RNA is a single-stranded molecule in most of its

biological roles and has a much shorter chain of nucleotides.

• While DNA contains deoxyribose, RNA contains ribose (there is no hydroxyl group

attached to the pentose ring in the 2' position in DNA). These hydroxyl groups make

RNA less stable than DNA because it is more prone to .hydrolysis.

• The complementary base to adenine is not thymine, as it is in DNA, but rather uracil,

which is an unmethylated form of thymine [18].

12
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Figure 2.6 The structural differences of RNA and DNA

2.1.4 Types ofRNAs

There are several types of RNAs. mRNA, tRNA, rRNA and tmRNA are most prominent.

Short description of these RNAs is given below.

Messenger RNA (mRNA) carries information. about a protein sequence to the ribosome, the

protein synthesis factories in the cell. It is coded so that every three nucleotides (a codon) .

correspond to one amino acid. In eukaryotic cells, once precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) has

been transcribed from DNA, it is processed to mature mRNA.This removes its introns

noncoding sections of the pre-mRNA. The mRNA is then exported from the nucleus to the

cytoplasm, where it is bound to ribosomes and translated into its corresponding protein form

with the help of tRNA. In prokaryotic cells, which do not have nucleus and cytoplasm

compartments, mRNA can bind to ribosomes while it is being transcribed from DNA. After a

certain amount of time the message degrades into its component nucleotides with 'the

assistance ofribonucleases [19]. Figure 2.7 shows a structure ofmRNA.
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mRNA
ii;ibQ:lLlCleIC t::I(1

Figure 2.7 The structure of mRNA

Transfer RNA (tRNA) is a small RNA chain of about 80 nucleotides that transfers a specific

amino acid to a growing polypeptide chain at the ribosomal site of protein synthesis during

translation. It has sites for amino acid attachment, and an anticodon region for codon

recognition that binds to a specific sequence on the'messenger RNA.chain through hydrogen

bonding [20]. Figure 2.8 shows a structure oftRNA.

Figure 2.8 The structure of tRNA

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is the catalytic component of the ribosomes. Eukaryotic ribosomes

.contain four different rRNA molecules: 18S, 5.88, 288 aDd 58 rRNA. Three oftherRNA

,molecules are, synthesized in the nucleolus, and one is synthesized elsewhere. In the

14
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cytoplasm, ribosomal RNA and protein combine to form a nucleoprotein called a ribosome.

The ribosome binds mRNA and carries out protein synthesis. Several ribosomes may be

attached to a single mRNA at any time [19]. rRNA is extremely abundant and makes up 80%

of the 10mg/ml RNA found in a typical eukaryotic cytoplasm [21].

Transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA) is found in many bacteria and plastids. It tags proteins

encoded by mRNAsthat lack stop codons for degradation and prevents the ribosome from

stalling [22].

15

2.1.5 Base Pairs of RNA

In molecular biology, two nucleotides (purine-pyrimidine) on RNA strands that are connected

via hydrogen bonds are called a base pair [23][24]. In the canonical Watson-Crick base

pairing, Adenine (A) forms a base pair with Uracil (U), as does Guanine (G) with Cytosine

(C) in RNA [16, 25]. In molecular biology, a wobble base pair is a non-Watson-Crick base

pairing between two nucleotides in RNA molecules. The main wobble base pair is Guanine-

Uracil (G-U), [16, 25]. Figure 2.9 shows the Watson-Crick and Wobble base pairs.

H
N O-----H-N'

~. -);---« h
,N-{ :N-H-----N:" ~

R N={ ;)-N,
,N-H-----O R

H

H U
\

N=tN-H-- ..._...o}-~
~ b N"'-'H-r{ )

N ) r
A r 0

"""'" Guanine Cytosine

i
.. I

I
i

-l..

Figure 2.9 Watson-Crick base pairs (left and middle) and Wobble base pair (right)

2.1.6 Structures of RNA

According to function and stability, RNA has three types of structures- primary, secondary

and tertiary structures. There has been a significant amount of bioinformatics research

directed at the RNA structure prediction.

After RNA transcription, primary structure of RNA is formed.-The primary structure of an

.RNA molecule refers to the exact sequence of nucleotides that comprise the whole molecule.

It indicates there is no base pair formed between purine and pyrimidine bases. It is.only the

1



Chapter 2: Prellminaries

sequence of nucleotides or bases. Primary structure of RNA is unstable. Because, some

purine bases form hydrogen bond with pyrimidine bases. After creating base pairs, primary

structure of RNA is converted into secondary structure.

The secondary .structure of an RNA molecule is a simplification of a complex three

dimensional structure. The secondary structure refers to the structure elements which

include the above base pairings. Formally, given a single stranded RNA sequence of length

L, x = (x), X2, •••, xd, with Xi € {A, C, G, U) for all i, a secondary structure for x is a set

P of ordered base pairs, written as (i, j), with 1 SiS j S L, satisfying the following

constraints:

l. j - i >3, i.e. adjacent bases cannot bepaired, and

2. {i,j} n {l\j') = 0, Le. the base pairs do not conflict with each other.

There are several structural elements formed depending on which base pairs form bonds.

Figure 2.10: The secondary structure elements of~acillus Subtilis (MI3175) RNase P RNA

This image was created using jViz [26]

Figure 2;10 illustrates examples of these secondary structure elements [27] of Bacillus

Subtilis (M13175) RNase P RNA. Some common structural elements include the following:

• hairpin loop is a group of ilucleotides not canonically paired and closed by a single

canonical base pair. Formally, in a given secondary structure, the tuple (i,j) defines a

hairpin loop, if i andj are paired, and k is a free base, "'tk, i < k <j.

16
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• stacked loop, also called stacked pair, contains three consecutive base pairs.

FormaUy, a tuple (i,j) defmes a stacked pair if i andj are paired and i + 1 andj - 1 are

also paired. A stem or helix is made of a consecutive number of stacked loops.

• internal loop is a loop that separates two base pairs by having unpaired or non-

canonically paired nucleotides on both strands. Formally, the tuple (i, j, t, j'), with
i + 1 < t < 1< j - 1 defines an internal loop if i and j are paired, t and1 -are

paired and k is a free base, \;Ik, i<k < t and1<k <j.

• bulge loops are interrupted helices by having unpaired nucleotides in one strand. One

can consider bulge loop as a special case of internal loop, where it has no free base on

one side, but has at least one free base on the other side.

• multi-branched loop is a loop which contains three or more base pairs. Formally, (i,j,

iJ,jl, ..., im,jm), with m 2:2, i < i1 <jI < < im<jm <j defmes a multi-loop with m +

1 branches if i pairs withj, it pairs withjl , impairs withjm and k is a free base, \;Ik, i

< k < it, jl < k < i2, ... , jm < k <j.

• external bases which are not contained in any loop.

• pseudoknots are formed when tWo stem-loop structures join together, where the first

stem's.loop forms part of the second stem. Formally, a simple pseudoknot is defined

as two pairs of bases, (i,j) and (i',f) such that i < t < j <f.

All these elements have been used before with these names and defmitions in the

literature [28] [29] [30] [31].

RNA tertiary structure is three-dimensional in shape and forms from interactions between

secondary structure elements (e.g. helices, unpaired regions). Tertiary structures are much

more difficult to model because the motifs that stabilize RNA three-dimensionaLfolds are

relatively small and often involve backbone functional groups, making them difficult or

impossible to detect even within large families of secondary structures [32]. As a result, .

17
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secondary structure is usually considered a sufficient approximation. Figure 2.1.1 shows the

tertiary structure of large catalytic RNA.

Figure 2.11 Tertiary structure oflarge catalytic RNA

Understanding the factors determining the stability of an RNA structure is important in

predicting the structure. The stability of a particular secondary structure is a function of the

following constraints:

1. The number of GC versus AU and GU base pairs: since higher energy bonds form

more stable structures. (G and C pair with a triple hydrogen bond, A and U pair

with a double hydrogen bond, and G and U pair. also with a double hydrogen

bond.)

2. The length of a stem region: longer stems result in larger numbers of bonds.

3. The number of base pairs in a hairpin loop region.

4. The number of unpaired bases, whether interior loops or bulges: Unpaired bases

decrease the stability of the structure.

The stability of a secondary structure is quantified as the amount of free energy being

released or used by forming base pairs.

In the following sections we will examine different computational RNA secondary structure

prediction algorithms. In particular, we will examine the most popular single sequence

approach to structure prediction methodology, the minimum free energy method.

----------_ .._._~ -' _.
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2.2 Determining Structure

It is widely believed that the function of a biomolecule is largely dictated by its structure. The

ultimate. goal of structure prediction is to obtain the three dimensional. structure of

biomolecules through computation. In medicine, accurate structural knowledge would be the

key to creating new lead compounds which would eventually be developed into more

effective drugs. Structure-based drug design hay received much attention recently. This type

of research is done by increasing the understanding of molecular recognition on active sites in

large biomolecules such as RNA. An experiment that is commonly done once structural

information is known is flexible ligand docking [33]. Docking is a quantitative optimization

technique that attempts to orient a small .ligand to bind to an active site on a large

biomolecule. This affects the biomolecule by either enhancing or reducing its function. A

hypothesis is that the secondary structure and tertiary structure form independently, but in .

sequence, of each other. The reasoning is thatthe thermodynamics of formation of the former

are much more important than that of the latter. Separating these two enablesus to treat them

independently. It is also thought that in order for the. tertiary structure to form, the secondary

structural elements must form first as tertiary structure can be represented by interactions

between secondary structure elements.

The ideas expressed in the previous section make a convenient and usable.plan for structure

prediction. By.separating the ideas of primary, secondary, and tertiary structure, they can be

solved independently. Solving the primary structure is a trivial task. Using an automated

sequencer has enabled scientists to determine the primary structure with little or no user

assistance. The pioneering work to make sequencing possible was done by Holley et. al.

Chapter 2: Preliminaries 19
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[34]. .

2.2.1 Physical Methods for Determining Structure

A simple method for solving the three dimensional structure of. RNA has been

elusive. Some existing methods have been applied to the domain of RNA and proteins. The

two most important methods are NMR and X-ray crystallography.

NMR
/

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance [35, 36] (NMR) is an indirect method of structural elucidation.

An experiment proceeds as follows: A sample is placed in a static external magnetic field. An

antenna is used to irradiate the sample with radio waves. Different frequencies are absorbed
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by the sample's atomic nuclei in different chemical environments. Each nucleus absorbs

radiation, and then re-emits it. A detector antenna records this energy. Running an NMR

experiment is quite involved. The required equipment is expensive. A purified sample must

be available. The experiment can last several hours, often scheduled to run overnight. The

resulting spectra are complex and must be analyzed by highly skilled specia~ists before any

structural information is deduced.

X-ray Crystallography

Crystallography [37] is a direct method for structure determination. The technique involves

studying the pattern produced by the diffraction of X-rays through a closely spaced lattice of

atoms in a crystal. The recorded diffraction patterns are analyzed to reveal the structure of the

molecule. A common problem in using this method is that not all organic molecules.

crystallize easily, and therefore, cannot be used in this type of analysis. A criticism of these

two methods is that the environment to which the RNA molecule is .subjected to for

physical structure determination may not give the natural fold. For instance, in NMR, the

RNA molecules being studied are exposed to a different solution as well as a different

ambient temperature. In X-ray crystallography, -the RNA molecules must take a particular

conformation to allow for precipitation and crystallization. This conformation may not

accurately represent the natural fold.

20
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CHAPTER 3

Helix Generation Algorithm

In this chapter, our proposed helix generation algorithm is discussed briefly. Time complexity

analysis ofthe proposed algorithm is also shown in this chapter.

3.1 The Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm is divided into the following three steps.

Step 1: Finding all possible base pairs,

Step 2: Creation of helix with some constraints, and

Step 3: Construction of helix set.

Step 1: Finding all possible base pairs

Let the length of the sequence of nucleotides is n, helix is hand (Si, 8./)is the canonical base

pair of nucleotides. At first, we create a matrix (n x n) from where we fIhd all possible base

pairs of nucleotides. In this matrix, a canonical base pair (Si, 8./) is represented by 1 and if

there is no canonical base pair then it is represented by O.

Step 2: Creation of helix with some constraints

In this step, we create a helix with considering some constraints. By incrementing i and

decrementing}, we check whether at least 3 adjacent canonical base pairs(Si, 8./)are present

and at least 3 bases between last base pair that will create the loop connecting the stacked pair ..

in the secondary structure. The indices i and} are incremented arid decremented respectively,
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and each successive pair is checked to determine if it is a canonical base pair. Then the action

is to determine if this base pair is already part of another helix. This is done by checking if

the base pair (Si-count-l, S}+count+l)is a canonical base pair. If it is, it is assumed that this base

pair is already part of a previously generated helix and it is discarded. Thus, the base pairs

{(Si+l, S}-l), (Si+2, S}-2), (Si+3, Sj-3), ... } are added to h until the first non-canonical pair is

encountered.

Step 3: Construction of helix set

If h has a minimum of three stacked base pairs, and at least three unpaired bases between the

last base pair, it is considered complete and added to the set of all helices H. Otherwise, helix

h is discarded and the process continues with the next base pair.

1. .Initialize helix h;
2: Creatematrixforallp ossiblebase.pair;
3.fOI'i::ltondo .
4. forj=n-l-to.1Ho
5. 'ifG(Si,Sj) is:canonicalbast: pair arid at least 3baseshetween l<isfqasepair)

tJUlli ..
6. inq:emenU;
T de~fementj;
8. incremenfcount;,

el~e
9. if(he1ii h contams.atJe a$tJ.basep~sand,

(Si- count ,1, Sj'+ count +1) is equal 0)
then . ..

10, h~lixh isintomplete;
11. . j= i -CO'l.Ult;
12. j =f +. count
13. co1ii1t='O;

el~e
14. . ..helixh is'c omplete,andinse,rt to'helix setH.
L5. eudif
16. eudif
17emlfor
18., endfol".

Figure 3.1 Our proposed helix generation algorithm

22
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3.2 Complexity Analysis

3.2.1 Time Complexity Analysis

The time complexity is a measure of how the execution time varies with the amount of data

to be processed. In the proposed algorithm, the amount of data to be processed is indicated by

n. Here we have two nested loops.

In this algorithm, i is increasing from I to n arid} is decreasing from (n - 1) to i. In its first

time, the inner loop runs (n -1) times (when i = 1).The second time, it runs (n-2) times, then

(n - 3) times, and so on until, on the last entry of the inner loop, when i is (n -1), and inner

loop runs only once. So the instructions inside the inner loop are executed (n -1) + (n -2) + (n

- 3) + ... + 1 times. This is close enough to the sum of all numbers from 1 to n that we can.

use the formula for that sum. The sum of all numbers from 1 to n is (n2 + n)/2.

When fmding the time complexity, we focus on the highest order term only and ignore all

constants. In this case we focus only on the. n2 terms and the space complexity of this

algorithm is O(n2). This means that the time to process the data varies as the square of the

amount of data.

3.2.2 Space Complexity Analysis

The space complexity is a measure of how the required space varies with the amount of data

to be processed. In this algorithm, the space is mainly required for the following three things:

a) to store the sequence itself, it takes O(n) space,

b) to store the created helices, it needs O(n) space and

c) to store the matrix of all possible base pairs, it needs O(n2) space.

When finding the space complexity, we focus on the highest order term only and ignore all
constants. In this case we focus only on the n2 terms and -the space complexity of this
algorithm is O(n2). This means that the space to process the mRNAs varies as the square of
the length of mRNAs.

3.3 Illustrative Example of the Algorithm

We take an mRNA sequence of length 200 nucleotides. This algorithm finds the complete

helices that will further produce a secondary structure of RNA. So the input of this -algorithm

is:

. '.
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Input:

aaacgaaaccaauuugguuucccauccaaacgaaaccaauuugguuucccaucccgaaaggguagggcgaaagg
guagggaagguaccgagcgguaggguuugguaggguuugguaggguuugguaggguuugguaggguuugua .
aggucaaggcaccagcuu~guuaccgacaggcaucaccuagcaccgcgauaggcu
Output:

, In this example, we find 594 complete helices as shown below.

". Helix[O]: (0,41) (10,41) Helix[17]: (11,130)

:-;'- (0,141) (1,40) (11,40) (5,121)
(1,140) (2,39) (6,120) Helix[23]:
(2,139) Helix[7]: Helix[12]: (7,119) (7,124)
(3;138) (0,19) (4,46) (8,118) (8,123)

(1,18) (5,45) (9,117} (9,122)
Helix[l]: (2,17) (6,44) (10,121)
(0,131) (3,16) Helix[18]: (1),120)
(1,130) Helix[13]: (5,111)
(2,129) Helix[8]: (4,20) (6,110) . H~lix[24]:
(3,128) (0,14) (5,19) (7,109) (7,114)

(1,13) (6,18) (8,108) (8,113)
Helix[2]: (2,12) (7,17) (9,107) (9,112)
(0,121) (8,16) (10,111)
(1,120) Helix[9]: (9,15) Helix[19]: (11,110)
(2,119) (1,166) (10,14) (5,101)
(3,118) (2,165) (6,100) Helix[25]:

(3,164) Helix[14]: (7,99) (7,104)
Helix[3]: (4,163) (4,19) (8,98) (8,103)
(0,111) (5,162) (5,18) (9,97) (9,102)
(1,110) (6,161) (6,17) . (10,101)
. (2,109) Helix[20]: (11,100)
(3,108) Helix[10]: . Helix[15]: (6,166)

(2,143) (5,141) (7,165) Helix[26]: .
Helix[4]: . (3,142) (6,140) (8,164) (7;94)
(0,101) (4,141) (7,139) . (8,93)
(1,l00) (5,140) (8,138) Helix[21]: (9,92)
(2,99) (6,139) (9,137) (7,148)
(3,98) (8,147) Helix[27]:

Helix[11]: Helix[16]: . (9,146) (7,84)
Helix[5]: (4,47) (5,131) (8,83)

. (0,46) (5,46) (6,130) Helix[22]: (9,82)
(1,45) (6,45) (7,129) (7,134)
(2,44) (7,44) (8,128) (8,133) Helix[28]:

...(3,43) (8,43) (9,127) (9,132) (7,75)
Helix[6]; (9,42) (10,131) (8,74) ..
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(9,73) (13,102) (14,150) (13,56) (17,155)
(15,149) (14,55) Helix[60]:

Helix[29]: Helix[38]: (16,148) (15,54) (13,133)
(7,62) (11,94) (17,147) (16,53) (14,132)
(8,61) (12,93) (18,146) Helix[53]: . (15,131)

0_'- (9,60) (13,92) (19,145) (12,34) (16,130)
- .,":

(13,33)" <
:," Helix[30]: Helix[39]: Helix[46]: (14,32) . Helix[61]:
~'

(9,142) (11,84) (12,90) (13,123)
(10,141) (12;83) (13,89) Helix[54]: (14,122)
(11,140) (13,82) (14,88) (12,33) (15,121)

(14,81) (15,87) (13,32) (16,120)
Helix[31]: . (16,86) (14,31)
(10,166) Helix[40]: (17,85) (15,30) Helix[62]:
(11,165) (11,75) (13,113)
(12,164) (12,74) Helix[47]: Helix[55]: (14,112)
Helix[32]: (13,73) (12,79) (12,29) (15,111)
(11,194) (14,72) (13,78) (13,28) (16,110)
(12,193) (14,77) (14,27)
(13,192) Helix[41]: (15,26) Helix[63]:

(11,62) Helix[48]: (16,25) . (13,103)
Helix[33]: (12,61) (12,78) (14,102)
(11,148) (13,60) (13,77) Helix[56): . (15,101)

." j
(12,147) (14,59) (14,76) (13,193) (16,100) , I
(13,146) (15,75) (14,192) !

, I
(14,145) Helix[42]: . (15,191) Helix[64]: 11,1;

(12,197) Helix[49]: (13,93)
Helix[34]: (13,196) (12,70) Helix[57]: (14,92) iI

"

(11,134) (14,195) (13,69) (13,185) (15,91)
(12,133) (15,194) (14,68) (14,184) II:i

(13,132) (15,67) (15,183) Helix[65]:
Helix[43]: (16,182) (13,43)

Helix[35]: (12,175) Helix[50]: (14,42)
(11,124) (13,174) (12,66) Helix[58]: (15,41)
(12,123) (14,173) (13,65) (13,171) (16,40)
(13,122) (15,172) (14,64) (14,170)

(15,169) Helix[66]:
Helix[36]: Helix[44]: Helix[51]: (16,168) (13,38)
(11,114) (12,153) (12,65) (17,167) . (14,37)
(12,113) (13,152) (13,64) (15,3.6)
(13,112) (14,151) (14,63) Helix[59]: (16,35)

(15,62) . (13,159) (17,34)
Helix[37]: .' Helix[45]: (14,158) (18,33)
(11,104) (12,152) Helix[52]: . (15,157) (19,32)
(12,103) (13,151) (12,57) (16,156) (20,31)
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Helix[75]: (18,82)
Helix[67]: (16,172) (19,81) Helix[92]: Helix[101]:
(14,180) (17,171) (18,128) (19,128)
(15,179) (18,170) Helix[84]: (19,127) (20,127)
(16,178) (16,75) (20,126) (21,126)
(17,177) Helix[76]: (17,74)

(16,154) (18,73) Helix[93]: Helix [102] :
Helix[68]: (17,153) (19,72) (18,118) (19,118)
(14,167) (18,152) (19,117) (20,117)
(15,166) (19,151) Helix[85]: (20,116) (21,116)
(16,165) (16,67)
(17,164) Helix[77]: (17,66) Helix[94]: ' Helix[103]:

(16,134) (18,65) (18,108) (19,108)
Helix[69]: (17,133) (19,64) (19,107) (20,107)
(14,164) (18,132) (20,106) (21,106)
(15,163) Helix[86]:
(16,162) , Helix[78]: (16,62) Helix[95]: Helix[ 104] :

(16,124) (17,61) (18,98) (19,98)
Helix[70]: (17,123) (18,60) (19,97) (20,97)
(14,142) (18,122) (19,59) '(20,96) (21,96)
(15, 1~1)
(16,140) Helix[79]: Helix[87]: Helix[96l Helix[105]:

(16,114) (17,79) (18,90) (19,74)
Helix[71]: (17,113) (18,78) (19,89) (20,73)
(14,50) (18,112) (19,77) (20,88) (21,72)
(15,49)
(16,48) Helix[80]: Helix[88]: Helix[97]: Helix[ 106] :

(16;104) (17,78) (18,74) (19,66)
Helix[72]: (17,103) (18,77) (19,73) (20,655
(14,23) (18,102) (19,76) (20,72) (21,64)
(15,22)
(16,21) Helix[81]: Helix[89]: 'Helix[98]: Helix[ 107] :

(16,94) (17,70) (18,66) (19,61)
Helix[73]: (17,93) , (18,69) , (19,65) (20,60)
(15,199) (18,92) (19,68) (20,64) (21,59)
(16,198)
(17,197) Helix[82]: Helix[90]: Helix[99]: Helix[ 108]:
(18,196) (16,91) (17,57) (18,61) (20,138)
(19,195) (17,90) (18,56) (19,60) (21,137)

(18,89) (19,55) (20,59) (22,136)-
Helix[74]: (19,88)
-(16,194) , Helix[91]: Helix[ 100]: Helix[109]:
(17,193) Helix[83]: (18,138) (19,138) " (20,128)
(18,192) ,(16,84) (19,137) (20,137) (21,127)

(17,83) (20,136) (21,136) (22,126),

-
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(25,112) (24,80)
Helix[ 110]: Helix[119]: (25,79) Helix[143]:
(20,118) (21,103) Helix[128]: (26,78) (25,43)

. (21,117) (22,102) (23,109) (26,42)
1 ,', (22,116) (23,101) (24,108) Helix[ 137]: (27,41)
, ,~1

. r. (25,107) (24,79) (28,40)
1 ,-,

. Helix [111]: Helix[120]: (26,106) . (25,78) (29,39)
(20,108) (21,43) (26,77)
(21,107) (22,42) Helix[129]: Helix[ 144]:

;:"',

(22,106) (23,41) . (23,104) Helix[138]: (26,142)
(24,103) (24,66) (27,141)

Helix[ 112]: Helix[121]: (25,102) (25,65) (28,140)
(20,98) (23,194) (26,64) (29,139)
(21,97) (24,193) Helix[130]: (30,138)
(22,96) (25,192) (23,99) Helix[ 139]:

(24,98) (25,133) . Helix[145]:
Helix[l13]: Helix[122]: (25,97) (26,132) (27,46)
(20,74) (23,148) (26,96) (27,131) (28,45)
(21,73) (24,147) Helix[131]: (28,130) (29,44)
(22,72) (25,146) (23,94) (29,129) (30,43)

(24,93) (30,128)
Helix[114]: Helix[ 123] : -(25,92) Helix [146] :
(20,66) (23,134) Helix[132]: Helix[ 140] : (28,166)
(21,65) (24,133) (23,84) (25,123) (29,165)
(22,64) (25,132) (24,83) (26,122) (30,164) I

Helix[124]: (25,82) (27,121) (31,163) ". ,

Helix[115]: (23,129) (28,120) (32,162)
!(I,

(20,61) (24,128) Helix[133]: (29,119) (33,161) :1
"

(21,60) (25,127) (23,75) (30,118)
:;1

(22,59) (26,126) . (24,74) Helix[ 147]:
(25,73) Helix[141 ]: (29,143)

Helix[ 116] : Helix[125]: (26,72) (25,113) (30,142)
(21,133) (23,124) (26,112) (31,141)
(22,132) (24,123) . Helix[134]: (27,111) (32,140)
(23,131) (25,122) (23,62) (28,110) (33,139)

(24,61) (29,109)
Helix[ 117] : Helix[126]: (25,60) (30,108) Helix[148]:
(21,123) (23,119) (26,59) (31,47)
(22,122) (24;118) Helix[142]: (32,46)
(23,121) (25,117) Helix[135]: (25,103) (33,45)

(26,116) (23,44) (26,102) (34,44)
Helix[ 118]: (24,43) (27,101) (35,43)
(21,113) Helix[ 127]: .(25,42) _.. . .' (28,100) (36,42)
(22,112) (23,114) (29,99) (37,41)
(23,111) (24,113) Helix[136]:- . (30,98)

....... -

.,' -
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Helix(149]: Helix(156]: (35,74) (39,103) (40,151)
(31,46) (34,148) (36,73) (40,102) (41,150)
(32,45) (35,147) Helix(164]: (42,149)
(33,44) (36,146) (34,62) Helix(173]: (43,148)

(35,61) (38,94) . (44,147)
Helix( 150] : Helix(157]: (36,60) (39,93) (45,146)
(32,141) (34,134) (40,92) (46,145)
(33,140) (35,133) Heli~:[165]:
(34,139) (36,132) (36,142) Helix(174]: Helix(181]:
(35,138) (37,131) (37,141) (38,84) (39,90)
(36,137) (38,130) (38,140) (39,83) (40,89)

(40,82) (41,88)
Helix(151 ]: Helix(158]: Helix (166]: (41,8'1) (42,87)
(32,131) (34,124) (37,166) (43,86)
(33,130) (35,123) . (38,165) Helix(175]: (44,85)
(34,129) (36,122) (39,164) (38,75)
(35,128) (37,121) (39,74) Helix( 182] :
(36,127) (38,120) Helix[ 167]: (40,73) (39,79)

(38,194) (41,72) (40,78)
Helix(152]: Helix(159]: (39,193) . (41,77)
(32,121) (34,114) (40,192) Helix(176]:
(33,120) (35,113) (38,62) Helix( 183]:
(34,119) (36,112) Helix(168]: (39,61) (39,78) :,1
(35,118) (37,111) (38,148) (40,60) (40,77) 'I
(36,117) (38,110) (39,147) (41,59) (41,76) :1

i
(40,146) (42,75) :

Helix(153]: Helix( 160]: (41,145) Helix (177] :
(32,111) (34,104) (39,197) Helix( 184]: !.L

(33,110) (35,103) Helix(169]: (40,196) (39,70)
(34,109) (36,102) (38,134) (41,195) (40,69) ;.!

(35,108) . (37,101) (39,133) (42,194) (41,68)
(36,107) (38,100) (40,132) (42,67)

Helix(178]:
Helix (154] : Helix( 161]: Helix(170]: (39,175) Helix( 185]:
(32,101) (34,94) (38,124) (40,174) (39,66)
(33,100) (35,93) (39,123) (41,173) . (40,65)
(34,99) (36,92) (40,122) (42,172) (41,64)
(35,98)
(36,97) Helix(162]: Helix(I7-l]: Helix( 179]: . Helix( 186] :

(34,84) (38,114) (39,153) (39,65)
Helix(155]: (35,83) (39,113) (40,152) (40,64)
(33,166) (36,82) (40,112) (41,151) (41,63)

. (3.4,165) (42,62)
(35,164) Helix( 163]: Helix(I72]: Helix( 180]: Helix(187]: ,.

(34,75) (38,104) (39,152) (39,57)
..
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(40,56) (42,111) (45;196) (44,90) (45,56)1.~

I ~~): (41,55) (43,110) (46,195) (45,89) (46,55)iol'
. ~\.... (42,54) (46,88)
I "t;;
I", (43,53) . Helix(195]: Helix[203]: . Helix[220] :.t/
;. (40,103) (43,194) Helix[212]: (45,138)

, ;

I " Helix[ 188]: (41,102) (44,193) (43,84) (46,137)
J

(40,193) (42,101) (45,192) (44,83) (47,136)
", .; ..

(41,192) (43,100) (45,82)
(42,191) Helix[204] : (46,81) . Helix[221]:

Helix[ 196]: (43,172) (45,128)
Helix[ 189]: (40,93) (44,171) Helix[213]: (46,127)
(40,185) (41,92) (45,170) (43,75) (47,126)
(41,184) (42,91). (44,74)
(42,183)" 'Helix[205]:. (45,73) Helix[222]:
(43,182) Helix[ 197]: (43,154) (46,72) (45,118)

(41,180) (44,153) (46,117)
Helix[ 190]: (42,179) (45,152) Helix[214] : (47,116)
(40,171) (43,178) (46,151) (43,67)
(41,170) (44,177) (44,66) Helix[223] :

"

(42,169) Helix[206]: (45,65) (45,108)
(43,168) Helix[ 198]: ' (43,134) (46,64) (46,107)
(44,167) (41,167) (44,133) (47,106)

(42,166) (45,132) Helix[215]: Helix(224] :
,I

Helix[191 ]: (43,165) (43,62) . (45,98)
:1(40,159) (44,164) Helix[207] : . (44,61) (46,97)

(41,158) (43,124) (45,60) (47,96)
(42,157) Helix[ 199]: (44,123) (46,59)
(43,156) (41,164) (45,122) Helix(225] : II

(44,155) (42,163) Helix[208] : Helix[216] : (45,90)
(43,162) (43,114) (44,79) (46,89)

Helix[ 192] : (44,113) . (45,78) (47,88)
(40,133) Helix[200]: (45',112) (4.6,77)
(41,132) (41,142) Helix[226] :
(42,131) (42,.141) Helix[209] : Helix[217] : (45,74)
(43,130) (43,140) (43,104) (44,78) (46,73)

(44,103) (45,77) .(47,72)
Helix[ 193]: Helix[20 1]: (45,102) (46,76)
(40,123) (41,50) . Helix[22 7]:
(41,122) (42,49) Helix[21 0]: Belix[218] : (45,66)
(42,121) (43,48) (43,94) (44,70) . (46,65)
(43,120) (44,93) (45,69) (47,64)

Helix[202] : (45,92) (46,68)
Helix[194]: (42,199) Helix[228] :
(40,113) (43,198) Helix[211] : Helix[219] : (45,61)
(41,112) (44,197) (43,91) (44,57) (46,60)'
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(47,59) (49,136) (51,113) (53,78)
Helix[24 7]: (52,112) (54,77)

Helix[229] : Helix[238]: (48,113)
(46,138) (47,128) (49,112) Helix[256] : Helix[264]:
(47,137) (48,127) (50,111) (50,109) (51,79)
(48,136) (49,126) (51,108) (52,78)

Helix[248] : (52,107) (53,77)
Helix[230] : Helix[239]: (48,103) (53,106) Helix[265] :
(46,128) (47,1.18) (49,102) (51,66)
(47,127) (48,117) (50,101) Helix[257] : (52,65)
(48,126) (49,116) (50,104) (53,64)

Helix[249]: (51,103)
Helix[231] : Helix[240] : (50,194) (52,102) , Helix[266]:
(46,118) (47,108) (51,193) (52,138)
(47,117) (48,107) (52,192) Helix[258]: (53,137)
(48,116) (49,106) (50,99) (54,136)

Helix[241] : Helix[250]: (51,98)
Helix[232]: (47,98) (50,148) (52,97) Helix[267]:
(46,108) (48,97) (51,147) (53,96) (52,128)
(47,107) (49,96) (52,146) (53,127)
(48,106) , Helix[259] : (54,126)

~;: Helix[242]: Helix[251]: (50,94)
Helix[233] : (47,74) (50,134) (51,93) Helix[268] :
(46,98) (48,73) (51,133) (52,92) (52,118)
(47,97) (49,72) (52,132) (53,117)
(48,96) Helix[260] : (54,116)

Helix[243]: Helix[252]: (50,84)
Helix[234] : (47,66) (50,129) (51,83) Helix[269] : d

(46,74) (48,65) (51,128) (52,82) (52,108)
(47,73) (49,64) (52,127) (53,107)
(48,72) (53,126) Helix[261 ]: (54,106)

Helix[244] : (50,75)
Helix[235]: (47,61) Helix[253]: (51,74) Helix[270]:
(46,66) (48,60) , (50,124) (52,73) , (52,98)
(47,65) (49,59) (51,123) (53,,72) (53,97)
(48,64) (52,122) (54,96)

Helix[245]: Helix[262]:
Helix[236] : (48,133) Helix[254] : (50,62) Relix[2 71] :
(46,61) (49,132) (50,119) (51,61) (52,74)
(47,60) (50,131) (51,118) (52,60) (53,73)
(48,59) (52,117) (53,59) , (54,72)

Helix[246] : (53,116)
Helix[237]: (48,123) Helix[263]: 'Helix[272]:
(47,138) (49,122) Helix[255]: (51,80) , (52,66) ,
(48,137) (50,121) (50,114) (52,79} (53,65) ,
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(54,64) (59,129) (60,109) (62,108): ~;',:.--

Helix[280]: Helix[298] :
" Helix[273]: (54,142) Helix[289]: (58,101) Helix[366] :

(52,61) (55,141) (57,121) (59,100) (59,101)
(53,60) (56,140) (58,120) (60,99) (60,100)
(54,59) (57,139) (59,119) (61,99)

Helix[299] : (62,98)
Helix[274]: Helix[281] : Helix[290]: (59,183)

: ~. (53,133) (56,141) (57,111) (60,182) Helix[307] :
, (54,132) (57,140) (58,110) (61,181) (60,199)
(55,131) (58,139) (59,109) (62,180) . (61,198)
(56,130) (62,197)
(57,129) Helix[2 82] : Helix[291] : Helix[300] :

(56,131) (57,101) (59,163) Helix[308] :
Helix[275]: (57,130) (58,100) (60,162) (60,189)
(53,123) (58,129) (59,99) (61,161) (61,188)
(54,122) . (62,187)
(55,121) Helix[283] : Helix[292]: Helix[30 1]:
(56,120) (56,121) (58,183) (59,162) Helix[309] :
(~7,119) (57,120) (59,182) (60,161) (60,179)

(58,119) (60,181) (61,160) (61,178)
Helix [276]: (62,159) (62,177)
(53,113) Helix[284]: Helix[293]:

I

(54,112) (56,111) (58,162) Helix[302] : Helix[31 0]: :i:
(55,111) (57,110) (59,161) (59,141) (60,169) I

I

(56,110) (58,109) (60,160) (60,140) (61,168)
(57,109) (61,139) (62,167)

Helix[285] : Helix[294}: (62,138) (63,166) jl.

Helix[277] : (56,101) (58,141) (64,165)
(53,103) (57,100) (59,140) Helix[303];
(54,102) (58,99) (60,139) (59,131) Helix[3 11] :
(55,101) (60,130) (60,166)
(56,100) Helix[286] : Helix[295]: (61,129) . (61,165)
(57,99) (57,162) (58,131) (62,128) (62,164)

(58,161) (59,130)
Helix[278]: (59,160) (60,129) Helix[304]: Helix[312]: .
(53,93) (59,121) (60,157)
(54,92) . Helix[287]: Helix[296] : (60,120) (61,156)
(55,91) (57,141) (58,121) (61,119) (62,155) .

(58,140) (59,120) (62,118)
He1ix[279] : (59,139) (60,119) Helix[313] :
(54,164) Helix[305] : (60,149)
(55,163) Helix[288]: .Helix[297]: (59,111) .' (61,148)
(56,162) (57,131) (58,111) (60,110) (62,147)
(57,161) (58,130) (59,110) (61,109)

-

-, i

~-----
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Helix[314] : (67,190) (70,131) (72,110)
(60,87) Helix[322] : (68,189) (71,130) (73,109)
(61,86) (64,131) (72,129)
(62,85) (65,130) Helix[330]: Helix[348] :
(63,84) (66,129) (66,143) Helix[339]: (71,101)

(67,128) (67,142) (70,121) '(72,100)
Helix[315] : (68,141) (71,120) (73,99)
(61,143) Helix[323]: (69,140) (72,119)
(62,142) (64,121) (70,139) Helix[349] :
(63,141) (65,120) Helix[340] : (72,183)
(64,140) (66,119) Helix[331]: (70,111) (73,182)
(65,139) , (67,118) (69,141) (71,110) (74,181)

(70,140) . (72,109) (75,180)
Helix[316] : Helix[324]: (71,139)
(62,132) (64,111) Helix[341] : Helix[3 50]:
(63,131) (65,110) Helix[332]: (70,101) (72,163)
(64,130) (66,109) (69,131) (71,100) (73,162)
(65,}29) (67,108) (70,130) (72,99) (74,161)

(71,129)
Helix[31 7]: Helix[325] : Helix[342] : Helix[35 1]:
(63,162) (64,101) Helix[333]: (71,183) , (72,162)
(64,161) (65,100) (69,121) (72,182) (73,161)
(65,160) (66,99) (70,120) (73,181) (74,160)

,I
(67,98) (71,119) (75,159) " I

Helix[318] : ' Helix[3 34]: Helix[343]: ' I
(64,183) Helix(326] : (69,111) (71,162) Helix[352]:
(65,182) (65,199) (70,110) (72,161) (72,141)
(66,181) (66,198) (71,109) (73,160) (73,140) il

(67,197) Helix[344] : (74,139)
Helix[319] : Helix[335]: (71,141) (75,138)
(64,163) Helix[3 27] : (69,101) (72,140)
(65,162) (65,166) (70,100) (73,139) Helix[3 53] :
(66,161) (66,165) (71,99) (72,131)

(67,164) Helix[345] : (73,130)
Helix[320] : (68,163) Helix[336]: (71,131) (74,129)
(64,162) (69,162) (70,162) (72,130) (75,128)
(65,161) (70,161) . (71,161) (73,129)
(66,160) (72,160) Helix[354]:
(67,159) Helix[328] : Helix[346] : (72,121)

(65,149) Helix[337]: (71,121) (73,120)
Helix[321]: (66,148) (70,141) (72,120) (74,119)
(64,141) (67,147) (71,140) (73,119) (75,118)
(65,140) (72,139)
(66,139) Helix[329] : Helix[347] : Helix[3 55]:
(67,1$8), (66,191) Helix[33 8]: (71,111) ,(72,111)

.J- •......~_
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(73,110) (77,131) (78,101) Helix[390] :
(74,109) Helix[364]: (78,130) (79,100) (80,121)

! S.,
(75,108) (73,87) (79,129) (80,99) (81,120)

(74,86) (82,119)
~: Helix[356]: (75,85) Helix[373]: Helix[382] :

• j' (72,101) (76,84) (77,121) (79,163) Helix[3 91] :s::
(73,100) (78,120) (80,162) (80,111)
(74,99) Helix[365]: (79,119) (81,161) (81,110)
(75,98) (74,143) (82,160) (82,109)

: ~•. (75,142) Helix[3 74]:
Helix[357]: (76,141) (77,111) . Helix[3 83] : Helix[392]:
(73,199) (77,140) (78,110) (79,141) (80,101)
(74,198) (78,139) (79,109) (80,140) (81,100)
(75,197) (81,139) (82,99)
Helix[358]: Helix[366]: . Helix[375]:
(73,189) (75,132) . (77,101) Helix[384]: Helix[393]:
(74,188) (76,131) (78,100) (79,131) (81,183)
(75,187) (77,130) (79,99) (80,130) (82,182)

(78,129) (81,129) (83,181)
Helix[359]: Helix[367]: Helix[3 76]: {84,180)

. (73,179) (76,162) (78,163) Helix[3 85]:
(74,178) (77,161) (79,162) (79,121) Helix[394]:
(75,177) (78,160) (80,161) (80,120) (81,162)

(81,119) (82,161)
Helix[360] : Helix[368]: Helix[3 77]: . (83,160)
(73,169) (77,183) . (78,141) Helix[386] : (84,159)
(74,168) (78,182) (79,140) (79,111)
(75,167) (79,181) (80,139) (80,110) Helix[395): t

(76,166) (81,109) (81,141)
(77,165) Helix[369]: Helix[3 78]: (82,140) i

(77,163) (78,131) Helix[3 87]: (83,139)
Helix[361]: (78,162) (79,130) (79,101) (84,138)
(73,166) (79,161) (80,129) (80,100)
(74,165) (81,99) Helix[396] :
(75,164) Helix[3 70] : Helix[3 79]: (81,131)

(77,162) (78,121) Helix[388] : (82,130)
Helix[362] : (78,161) (79,120) (80,141) (83,129) .
(73,157) (79,160) (80,119) (81,140) (84,128)
(74,156) (82,139)
(75,155) Helix[3 71]: Helix[380]: Helix[397]:

(77,141) (78,111) Helix[3 89]: . (81,121)
Helix[363]: (78,140) (79,110) (80,131) .' (82,120)
(73,149) (79,139) (80,109) (81,130) (83,119)
(74,148) . (82,129) (84,118)
(75;147) Helix[372]: Helix[381]:

I
~
-I

_-L__
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i lit Helix[398]: (83,148) (90,143) (101,116) ,
! ~!,~'

(81,111) (84,147) (91,142) Helix[422]:

I'~:f: (82,110) (92,141) (95,162) Helix[429]:
""r (83,109) Helix[ 407] : (93,140) , (96,161) (96,111)1';
1;' (84,108) (83,143) (97,160) (97,110); t,

; i:,
I I, (84,142) Helix[ 415]: (98,109)

~,

ii Helix[3 99]: (85,141) (91,170) Helix[ 423]: (99,108)'r"

~~~
)i (81,101) (92,169) (96,183) (100,10?)
t (82,100) Helix[ 408]: (93,168) (97,182) (101,106) ,I :fl

, '. (83,99) (85,148) (94,167) (98,181)I ~~~,.
. jl'~ (84,98) (86,147) (95,166) (99,180) Helix[430]:',~,

l~ .

(87,146) ,(96,165) (97,199)
,t. Helix[ 400]: Helix[ 424] : (98,198)

: ,~;;t"

(82,199) Helix[ 409]: Helix[ 416]: (96,163) , (99,197).,';
,>

(87,164) (92,199) (97,162) (100,196)~ (83,198)
'.1:"

; :; (84,197) (88,163) (93,198) (98,161) (101,195).'~. (89,162) (94,197) (H>2,194)
" Helix[ 401] : (90,161) Helix[ 425]:.~

: ~..
j' (82,189) Helix[ 417]: (96,162) Helix[431]:
; (83,188) Helix[ 410]: (92,179) (97,161) (97,189)

, (84,187) (87,142) (93,178) (98,160) (98,188)
"

(88,141) (94,177) (99,159) (99,187)'. Helix [402]: (89,140) (100,158)
!'(82,179) (90,139) , Helix[418]: Helix[432]: I'

, ..
(83,178) (91,138) (92,157) Helix [426]: (97,179) I'::.

, (84,177) (93,156) (96,141) (98,178)
Helix[411]: (94,155) (97,140) (99,177)

Helix[ 403]: (89,199) (98,)39)
(82,169) (90,198) Helix[419]: (99,138) , Helix[433]:
(83,168) (91,197) (92,149) (100,137) , (97,169)
(84,167) (93,148) (101,136) (98,168)
(85,166) Helix[412]: (94,147) Helix[ 427]: (99,167)

(89,166) (96,131)
Helix[ 404] : (90,165) Helix[420]: (97,130) Helix[ 434]:
(82,166) (91,164) (93,143) (98,129) (97~166)
(83,165) (92,163) (94,142) (99,128) (98,165)
(84,164) (93,162) (95,141) (100,127) (99,164)

Helix[413]: (96,140) (101,126) Helix[435]:
Helix[ 405]: (90,191) (97,139) , (97,157)
(82,157) (91,190) Helix[428]: (98,156)
(83,156) (92,189) Heljx[421]: (96,121) (99,155)
(84,155) (93,188) (94,132) (97)20)

(94,187) '(95,131) (98,119) ,HeJix[436]: ' ..

Helix [406]: (96,130) (99,118)
" ,

(97,149) ,
(82,149) Helix[ 414]: (97,129) (100;117) ":,(98,148l' -

" .. ~ ..
, ..

, ,

, ,
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.(99,147) Helix[ 445]: Helix[452]: (106,162) (108,178)
(100,146) (100,171) (101,164) (107,161) (109,177)
(101,145) (101,170) (102,163) (108,160)

(102,169) (103,162) (109,159) Hel1x[467]:
Helix[ 437]: (103,168) (110,158) (107,169)
(98,194) (104,167) Helix(453]: (108,168)
(99,193) (105,166) (101,142) Helix [461]: (109,167)
(100,192) (106,165) (102,141) (106,141) .

(103,140) (107,140) .Helix( 468]:
Helix[438]: Helix[ 446]: (108,139) (107,166)
(98,172) (100,159) Helix[454]: (109,138) (108,165)
(99,171) (101,158) (102,199) (110,137) (109,164)
(100,170) (102,157) (103,198) (111,136) Helix[ 469]:

(103,156) (104,197) (107,157)
Helix[439]: (104,155) Helix[ 462]: (108,156)
(98,154) Helix[455]: (106,131) (109,155)
(99,153) Helix[ 447]: (103,143) (107,130)
(100,152) (100,133) (104,142) (108,129) . Helix[470]:
(101,151) (101,132) (105,141) (109,128) (107,149)

(102,131) (106,140) (110,127) (108,148)
Helix[ 440]: (103,130) (107,139) . (111,126) (109,147)
(98,134) Helix[ 448]: (110,146)
(99,133) (100,123) Helix[456]: Helix[ 463]: (111,145)

/
(100,132) (101,122) (104,132) (106,121) ,.'
Helix[441]: (102,121) (105,131) (107,120) Helix[ 471]:
(98,124) (103,120) (106,130) (108,119) (108,194)
(99,123) (107,129) (109,118) (109,193) !\
(100,122) Helix[ 449]: (110,117) (110,192)

(100,113) Helix[ 457]: (111,116)
Helix[ 442]: (101,112) (105,162) Helix[ 472]:
(98,114) (102,111) (106,161) Helix[ 464 ] : (108,172)
(99,113) " (103,110) (107,160) (107,199) (109,171)
(100,112) (108,198) (110,170)

Helix[450]: Helix[458]: (109,197)
Helix [443] : (101,180) (106,183) (110,196) Helix [473]:
(100,193) (102,179) (107,182) (111,195) (108,154)
(101,192) (103,178) (108,181) (112,194) (109,153)
(102,191) (104,177) (109,180) (110,152)

Helix[ 465]: (111,151)
Helix [444]: Helix[451]: Helix[459]: " (107,189)
(100,185) (101,167) (106,163) (108,188) Helix[474]:
(101,184) (102,166) (107,162) ,. (109,187) (108,134)
(102,183) "(103,165) .. (108,161) (109,133)...

(103,182) (104,164) He1ix(466]: -. (110,132)
. . Helix( 460): " (107,179)
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'>

~. Helix(475]: (112,179) (117,182) (117,179) (120,132)
~:r

: ~~ (108,124) (113,178) (118,181) (118,178)
t (109,123) (114,177) (119,180) (119,177) Helix(506]:~~
~- (110,122) Helix(491]: (120,193)

• Fe Helix (483]: (116,163) _ Helix( 498]: (121,192)f.,

~(

Helix (476]: (111,167) (117,162) (117,169) (122,191)cC

t'
,- (110,193) (112,166) (118,161) (118,168) _
~'

". ~: (111,192) (113,165) (119,167) Helix(507]:
(112,191) (114,164) Helix(492]: (120,185)
Helix( 477]: (116,162) Helix(499]: (121,184)
(110,185) Helix(484]: _ (117,161) (117,166) (122,183)

;,,: (111,184) (111,164) (118,160) (118,165) (123,182), ~;.

(112,183) (112,163) (119,159) (119,164)
(113,182) (113,162) (120,158) Helix(508]:

Helix(500]: (120,171) .
Helix( 478]: Helix( 485]: Helix(493]: (117,157) (121,170)
(110,171) (111,142) (116,141) (118,156) (122,169)
(111,170) (112,1"41) (117,140) (119,155) (123,168)
(112,169) (113,140) (118,139) (124,167)

i ~ (113,168) (119,138) Helix(501]: (125,166)
(114,167) Helix( 486]: (120;137) (117,149) 026,165)
(115,166) (112,199) (121,136) (118,148)
(116,165) (113,198) (119,147) Helix(509]:

(114,197) Helix (494]: (120,146) (120,159)

e
Helix (479]: (116,131) (121,145) (121,158)
(110,159) Helix( 487]: (117,130) (122,157)
(111,158) (113,143) (118,129) Helix(502]: (123,156) . :

(112,157) (114,142) 019,128) (118,194) (124,155)
(113,156) (115,141) (120,127) (119,193)
(114,155) (116,140) (121,126) (120,192) Helix(510]:

(117,139) (120,133)
Helix (480]: Helix( 495]: Helix(503]: (121,132)
(110,133) Helix(488]: (117,199) (118,172) (122,131)
(111,132) _ (114,132) (118,198) (119,171) (123,130)
(112,131) (115,131) (119,197) (120,170)
(113,130) (1167130) _(120,196) Helix(511] :

(117,129) (121,195) Helix(504]: (121,180)
Helix( 481]: (122,194) (118,154) , (122,179)
(110,123) Helix( 489]: (119,153) (123,178)
(111,122) (115,162) Helix( 496]: (120,152) (124,177)
(112,121) (116,161) (117,189) (121,15.1)

~
(113,120) (117,160) (1'18,188) Helix(512]:

(119,187) Helix(505]: (121,167)
• "'I

~ Helix(482]:
--

Helix(490]: -- (118,134) , (122,166)
j '(111,180) (116,183) - HeIix( 497]: (119,133) (123,165)
~"

~
l~ .

~
~'.
~-

~
tr

J~
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~:;. (124,164) Helix[ 521 J: (128,156) Helix[536]: Helix[544]:
(126,162) (129,155) (130,159) (136,183)

'~.'
Helix[513]: (127,161) (131,158) (137,182)

, '~". (121,164) (128,160) Helix[52~]: (132,157) (138,181)
(122,163) (129,159) (127;149) (133,156) (139,180)

: ~.: (123,162) (130,158) (128,148) (134,155)
r (129,147) He1ix[545]:, ;,
{ Helix[514]: Helix[522]: (130,146) He1ix[537]: (136,163)

, ~,' (121,142) (126,141) (131,145) (131,180) (137,162) ,
~

(122,141) (127,140) (132,179) (138,161)~;
I

(123,140) (128,139) Helix [530]: (133,178)
I t (129,138) (12g,194) (134,177) Helix[ 546]:

{

Helix[515]: (130,137) (129,193) (136,162)
~>
~; (122,199) (131,136) (130,192) Helix[538]: (137,161)
,,'

~', (123,198) (131,167) (138,160),.., (124,197) Helix[523]: Helix[531] : (132,166) (139,159).~~.
" (127,199) (128,172) (133,165) (140,158)"i'!,
{. Helix[ 516]: (128,198) (129,171) (134,164)
J;"
i, (123,143) (129,197) (130,170) Helix[ 547] :j;C
<,

" f (124,142) (130,196) Helix[539]: (137,199)(,'
l (125,141) (131,195) Helix[532]: (131,164) (138,198),-
i (126,140) (132,194) (128,154) (132,163) (139,197)!."
~~ 'r

I. (127,139) (129,153) (133,162) (140,196)
t'. Helix[524]: (130,152) (141,195),'I,,
t Helix[ 517]: (127,189) (131-,151) Helix[ 540]: (142,194) .
t
f~ (124,132) (128,188) (131,142) . (143,193)

"

~ (125,131) (129,187) Helix[533]: (132,141);, il'I

" ~ (126,130) (130,193) (133,140) Helix[548]:,,
, ;t Helix[525]: (131,192) (137,189)I;r., Helix[518]: (127,179) (132,191) Helix[ 541]: (138,188)\'~~

(125,i62) (128,178) Helix[534]: (132,199) (139,187)r
~~. (126,161) (129,177) (130,185) (133,198)t (127,160) (131,184) (134,197) Helix[549]: .1 {'

Helix[526]: (132,183) (137,179)
Helix[519]: (127,169) (133,182) Helix[542]: (138,178)
(126,183) (128,168) (133,143) (139,177)
(127,182) (129,167) Helix[535]: (134,142)
(128,181) (130,171) (135,141) Helix[550]:
(129,180) Helix[527]: (131,170) (136,140) (137,169)

(127,166) . (132,169) (138,168) .
Helix[520]: (128,165) (133,168) Helix[543]: (139,167)
(126,163) (129,164) (134,167) (135,162)
(127,162) (135,166) (136,161) Helix[551]:

r (128,16l) Helix[528]: (136,165) (137,160) (137,166)
(127,157) (138,165)

_1_' _
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(139,164) (142,169) Helix(568]: (151,183) (163,192)
. (146,189) (152,182) (164,191)

Helix(552]: Helix(560]: (147,188) (153,181) (165,190)
(137,157) (140,159) (148,187)

~~. (138,156) (141,158) Helix(578]: Helix(586]:

t
(139,155) (142,157) Helix(569]: (151,162) (162,171)

t (146,179) (152,161) (163,170),
~. Helix(553]: Helix(561]: (147,178) (153,160) (164,169)i

(137,149) (141,187). (148,177) (154,159)
.t (138,148) (142,186) Helix(570]: Helix(587]:i

(139,147) (143,185) (146,169) Helix(579]: (164,194)
~ (140,146) (147,168) (152,199) (165,193)I*. (141,145) Helix(562]: (.148,167) (153,198) (166,192) .5',

i ~:~.

(141,177) (154,197)
.~~ (142,176) Helix(571]: . Helix(588]:{~
~l Helix (554]: (143,175) . (146,166) Helix(580]: (164,172)
t~ (138,194) (147,165) (152,166) (165,171)r:
;~ (139,193) Helix(563]: (148,164) (153,165) (166,170)

1 ,~~
(140,192) (141,155) (154,164)~

(142,154) Helix( 572] : Helix.(589]:
Helix(555] : . (143,153) (146,157) Helix(581]: (173,183)

, ~;., (138,172) (147,156) (158,199) (174,182)
'"<' ~I!:

(139,171) Helix(564]: (148,155) (159,198) (175,181)~l
,,'
r; (140,170) . (144,162) (160,197)
~ (145,161) Helix(573]: (161,196) Helix(590]:!

. ~; Helix(556]: (146,160) (147,194) (162,195) (174,199)
.$

(138,154) (148,193) (175,198) .t !1•: 1 (139,153) Helix(565]: (149,192) Helix(582]: (176,197)if
J (140,152) (145,183) (158,166)\,,'

(141,151) (146,182) Helix(574]: (159,165) Helix( 591]:I} .
,C (147,181) (147,172) (160,164) (177,194),

t.
,lio

Helix(557]: (148,180) (148,171) (178,193)1 ~t..
I

t (140,193) (149,170) Helix(583]: (179,192)
M

(141,192) Helix(566]: (159,186)f, f (142,191) (145,162) Helix(575]: (160,185) Helix( 592] :
, a".. (143,190) (146,161) (147,154) (161,184) (181,197)~;.
:1 (147,160) (148,153) (182,196)" \;;
I':,'

t . Helix(558]:. (148,159) (149,152) Helix(584]: (183,195)
I .~~'

(140,185) (159,176) (184,194)Ii .
.t~
1: . (141,184) Helix(567]: Helix( 576] : (160,175) Helix(593]:: ~. '::'(
I (142,183) (146,199) (150,162) (161,174) (184,199)J.

(147,198) (151,161) (162,173) (185,198)
'to Helix(559]: (148,197) . (152,160) (186,197)

(140,171) (149,196) Helix(585]:
(141,170) Helix(577]: (162,193) - .

. "

. -
'.

,": -"
-. . ' ..

" . ...
". • _. .L" ••

, ..... ..
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3.4 SARNA-Predict

SARNA-Predict are an RNA secondary structure prediction algorithm based on Simulated

Annealing (SA).

39

" .'t.

, ''".

3.4.1 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA) is known to be effective in solving many different types of

minimization problems and for finding the global minima in the solution space. SA's major.

advantage over other methods is an ability to avoid becoming trapped at local minima. The

algorithm employs a random search which not only accepts changes that decrease objective

function f, but also some changes that increase it. The latter are accepted with a

probability

P = exp(- 8f) (3.1)
T

where8! is the increase in! and T is a co~trol paramete~,which by analogy with the original

application is known as the system 'temperature' irrespective of the objective function

involved. The implementation of the SA algorithm is remarkably easy. Figure 3.1 shows its

basic structure. The following elements must be provided:

• a representation of possible solutions,

• a generator of random changes in solutions,

• a means of evaluating the problem functions, and

• an annealing schedule -' an initial temperature and rules for lowering it as

the

search progr~sses.

I I:
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N.o

. '" .
~

,i
..,, ;~

Figure 3.2 The structure ofthe simulated annealing algorithm

3.4.2 Algorithm

Based on the free energy minimization techniques, SARNA-Predict is a permutation-based

SA algorithm heuristically searches for the structure with a free energy value close to the

minimum free energy /)'G for that strand, within given constraints, Figure 3.3 shows the

structure of SARNA-Predict under the general iterative search algorithm framework .

,' .. .:-
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Chapter 3: Helix Generation Algorithm

1: strue.ture, = fnfHa15tiuttUie;' .'
2:F~eeEn~rgy = Eva14ate(Stfucture)';
.3: .Te.tn.perature.=. InihaiTemperat.ure;
.4: ~;hile(T~rrip'er~tm:~;::"Pinatremperatute)'do
5: for (i=1.to Numbero'fIteraf1ons) (10
6: New.Structur~=.M!itate(St'ructure);.
7: NewFr.eeEti~rgy~:'Evaiuat~:(N"e~Stiucture);
8: .:6 E~et:gy-=NewFreeEnergy...,j1ree~ner;gy);
9: jf :(6E.nergy: ~;.b):.0~:~wfth:I>robablHtyJ~cc~ptj=

-l1Erier<ro. . . .
e " . or. '}, tllen
'Temperature .

, TO: Fr~eEnergy = NewFJ~e:Ehergy;'
11: Si:rllctuie'= 'NewS:tiucbie;,
12: eu<lJ[
13: elll.rfor
14:deereas e'Tempehiture; \
15: ell(I:while

Figure 3.3 Structure of the simulated annealing algorithm in RNA secondary structure

prediction

SARNA-Predict accepts all decreased energy structures. and probabilistically accepts

increased energy structures in order to avoid local minima'in the search space. The decision

to either accept or reject a new structure configuration is based upon the change in structure

(!!Energy) between new and current configurations. If !!Energy ::s 0, the new configuration

will be accepted. However; if /1Energy > 0, the new configuration will also be accepted with

some probability. The Boltzmann distribution is used, to determine this probability. The

probability of accepting the new configuration when !!Energy > 0 is given by Equation 3.2,

where temperature is the current temperature (a control parameter in the annealing process)

and is the energy state. This distribution expresses the idea that a system in thermal

equilibrium at tel11perature has its energy probabilistically distributed among all different

energy states (or values of '!!Energy). Even at low temperatures, there is a chance of the

41

,t!

, !, system being accepted.

-(Enew-Eold)
Tprobability(Accept]= e, . =e

-tJ.Cost
T (3.2)
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Notice that when new old, this probability is greater than unity; in such cases' the change is

arbitrarily assigned a probability P =1 (i.e. the system always takes such an option). As a

result, this general scheme will most often accept a downward step while' sometimes

accepting an upward step. Also, if T is decreased slowly enough, SA is guaranteed to reach

the best solution. However, it will take an infinite number of moves. Furthermore, if T is

high, the algorithm is in an exploratory phase (all moves have about the same. probability),

and if T is low, the algorithm is in an exploitation phase (the greedy moves are most likely).

3.4.3 Cost Function

The main purpose of a cost function is to evalu~te the appropriateness of the current structure.

The current structure is compared with the previous best known structure.

where Snew is the current structure and Sold is the old structure.

For a minimization problem, if the new cost is less than the current cost, then the neWdesign

should be kept since the new structure is closer to the goal than the current structure. It is

because the stability of an RNA secondary structure is quantified by the free energy change

l1G, measured in kcal/mol.

SARNA-Predict and SARNA-Predict-pk employ three thermodynamic models as their cost

functions: the Individual Nearest Neighbor with Hydrogen Bonds (INN-HB) model [38], the

efn2 model [39] [40] and the HotKnots model [41]. The results reported in this paper are

. obtained using the Individual NearesfNeighbor with Hydrogen Bonds (INN-HB) model.

3.4.4 Annealing Schedule

Through Equation 3.1, the annealing schedule [4] determines the degree of uphill movement

permitted.during the search and is, thus, critical to the algorithm's performance. The principle

underlying the choice of a suitable annealing schedule is easily stated - the initial

temperature should be high enough to 'melt' the system completely and should be reduced

towards its 'freezing point' as the search progresses - but "choosing an annealing schedule

for practical purposes is still something Ofa black art".

the standard implementation of the SA algorithm is one in which Markov chains of finite

length (i.e. random sequences ofsolutions)'are generated at decreasing temperatures, so that.a

.' .
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~.
typical annealing .schedule is of the form shown in Figure 3.2. The following parameters

should therefore be specified:

• an initial temperature To ;

- a final temperature Tlor a stopping criterion;

• a length for the Markov chains; and

- a rule for decrementing the temperature.

3.4.4.1 Initial Temperature

Kirkpatrick suggested that a suitable initial temperatlir<?To is one that results in an average

-+
average objective increase observedij . To is then given by ,

probability Xo of a solution that increases fbeing accepted of about 0.8. The value of Towill

clearly depend on the scaling off and, hence, be problem-specific. It can be estimated by

conducting an initial search in which all increases in f are accepted. and calculating the

Alternatively, if 0'0 the standard deviation of the variation in the objective function observed

during this initial search is calculated, then the formulation of White, which has been found

to be effective on many problems, can be used:

3.4.4.2 Final Temperature

In some simple SA implementations the final temperature is determined by fixing

- the number of temperature values to be used, or

- the total number of solutions to be generated.

J~- t'
:~7'~..
r'; ~~.

: ;~
1 ?'t:

.f:
.~

, ~.
~, j,[,

, l'
: l'
I, f
I 1:\'
:t
I r.,f. Alternatively, the search can be halted when it ceases to make progress. Lack of prpgress can

,~ ..
\. be defined in a number of ways, but a useful basic definition is

-no improvement (i.e. no new best solution) being found in an entire Markov chain at
"

one temperature, combined with
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• the solution acceptance ratio (the fraction of solutions, both increasing and

decreasing f,being accep~ed) falling below a given (small) value Xr

T=<><>

• 17min acceptances,

whichever comes first, is a suitable compromise. Typically

Lk trials or
IJminacceptanc.es

TI'

Trials

Lk trials or

'1min acceptances

Figure 3.4 Typical annealing schedule

To
••• "mmJlo

Lk trials or

11mill acceptances

initial
survey

T

3A.4.3 Length of Markov Chains

An obvious choice for Lk , the length of the k4h Markov chain, is a value that depends on the

size of the problem, so Lk is independent of k. Alternatively it can be argued that a minimum

number' of trials 17min should be accepted at each temperature. However, as Tk approaches 0,

trial solutions are accepted with decreasing probability so the number of trials required to

achieve 17min acceptances approaches 00. Thus, in practice, an algorithm in which each

Markov chain is terminated after

• Lk trials or

,
;i,

I'
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3.4.4.4 Decrementing the Temperature

The simplest and most common temperature decrement rule is:

wherea is a constant close to, but smaller than 1. This exponential cooling scheme (ECS)

was first proposed Kirkpatrick et al. with a=O.95.

Many researchers have proposed more elaborate annealing schedules, most of which are in

some respect adaptive, using statistical measures of the algorithm's current performance to

modify its control parameters. These are well reviewed by van Laarhoven and Aarts. One

relatively simple adaptive formulation, which has been found to be quite effecti,ve, is that due

to Huang et. al. In this scheme the temperature is decremented as:

With

(
O.7Tk Jak = max[OA, exp- ak ]

where crk is the standard deviation of the objective function values accepted at temperature

Tk..

In SA, the temperature is gradually reduced as the simulation proceeds. Initial temperature T

is set to a high value and then it. decreased at each time step according to an annealing

schedule. Previously, we have examined the effect of using the adaptive and geometric

annealing schedules [4].

3.4.5 Mutation Operators

The main goal of the mutation function is to alter the structures in a controlled and intuitive

fashion. It randomly chooses control points and moves them by a random amount to alter the

coding for the structure.

1) Classical Swap Mutation: In swap mutation, two randomhelices are selected and.the two

helices at these positions are interchanged. For a permutation vector, P =.-(hl, ....h...hj.~.h~) a
swap mutation is defined as

45
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Po1d= (hl, .... hi ... hj~.. hn) ~ Pnew = (ht,. ...hj ... hi ... hn)

where i andjE [1, n] are randomly chosen positio~s and the hi represent the ith helix [42].

2) Percentage Swap Mutation: A second original mutation operator employed was the

percentage swap mutation operator, where the number of swap mutations is the product of the

percentage of the total number of available helices and the current annealing temperature.

The main advantage of this operator is to ensure a different structure for the perturbation step.

It is because a single swap operator may not yield a different structure due to the repair

function. The repair ~nction is necessary to secure the decoding of a valid RNA secondary

structure. Also, connecting the number of swaps with the current temperature, we can mimic

the molecule mobility of the structure in the different temperature, stages. As a result, it is

possible to have multiple swap mutations occurrIng per single perturbation step, with the

number of swap mutations related to the annealing schedule via the annealing temperature

parameter.

N Swap = TCurrent XP

where Nswap is the number of swap mutations performed, Tcurrent is the current temperature of

the annealing schedule and P is the per~ntage of the total number of available helices. This

mutation operator is similar to Shapiro's annealing operator for GA [43] in the sense that the

number of mutatIons do vary with time. However, the. new operator does not dynamically

vary according to the size of the secondary structure since in our model the size of the

secondary structure does not change. Instead, a fixed percentage P of the total number of

available helices was used. Also, Shapiro's model requires the calculation of mutation

probability, which is the ratio of the maximum and minimum number of stems and it is

computationally expensive.

I k 3) Percentage Swap Translocating Mutation: Translocating mutation is a nature-inspired'

crossover operator that has proved to be a useful alternative for the conventional multipoint

operator [45]. In Percentage swap trans locating mutation, two contiguous groups of helices

are selected randomly and these two groups of helices are then interchanged. The 'size of the

two contiguous groups of helices is identical and is defined as the frame size. The idea of

translocating mutation came from the transfer of a piece of one chromosome to a
..' . . ...

nonhomologous' chromosome. The breakpoint may occur within a gene creating a hybrid,

I
~-.l_.' __
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gene. For a permutation vector, p = (hl,. ...hi, hi+1, hi+2 ... A, hj+1, hj+2 ••• hn) a swap translocating

mutation is defined as

where i and j E [1, n] are randomly chosen positions, the hi represent the ith helix.

Similar to the percentage swap mutation, the percentage swap translocating mutation operator

also make the connection between the number. of swaps and translocation with the current

temperature. As a result, it is possible to have multiple swap translocating mutations occur

per single perturbation step, with the number of swap trans locating mutations relates to the

annealing schedule via the annealing temperature parameter.

3.4.6 Energy Minimization for Predicting Structure

RNA, like all molecules, must comply with. the laws of thermodynamics. An assumption is

that the natural fold is a low energy structure. Another assumption is that the contributions

of RNA secondary structure components, such as stems and loops, are independent and

additive. The search space of RNA secondary structure prediction is very large. .Although

enumerating and studying every possible structure for a sequence would solve the folding

problem, it is not feasible. One alternative is to use creative searching techniques for energy

minimization with a thermodynamic model.

47

I,'

Steps of energy minimization:

• All possible choices of complementary sequences are considered

• Consider all possible' choices of complementary sequences to find the most stable

structure

• Stacks (contiguo~s nested base pairs) are the dominant stabilizing force - contribute'

to the negative free energy

• .Unpaired bases form d~stabilizing loop~, contributing the positive free energy.

o .Hairpin loops, bulge/internal loops, and multi-loops.

• Uses Dynamic Programming alignment technicili"e.

I
I
I'
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Energy minimization algorithm predicts' the secondary structure by miriimizing the free

. energy (dG).

dG calculated as sum of individual contributions of:

• loops

• base pairs

•. secondary structure elements

• Free-energy values (kcal/mole at 3'1C)

Table 3.1 Stacking energies for base pairs

A....U C/G G:{' U....A GiU H'G
A....U -0.9 -1.8 -2.3 -1.1 -1.1 -0.8C....G -1.7 -2.9 -3.4 -2.3 -2.1 -1.4
G....C -2.1 -2.0 -2.9 -1.8 -1.9 -1.2
UiA -0.9 -1.7 -2.1 -0.9 -1.0 -0.5
G.:U -0.5 -1.2 -1.4 -0.8 -0.4 -0.2
U....G -1.0 -1.9 -2.1 -1.1 -1.5 -0.4

• Free-energy values (kcal/mole at 3'1C)

Table 3.2 Destabilizing energies for loops

48

I
1
J

Numbe-l' of B1lse-s 1 :- 10 20 30
Jnte-l'n~ -- 5.3 6.6 7.0 7.4
Bulge- 3.9 4.8 5.5 6.3 6.7
H.ail")in -- 4.4 5.3 6.1 0.5

• Given the energy tables, the free energy can be calculated for a'structure

• The score in dynamic programming is based on the free energy values

• Gaps represent some form of a loop

• The most widely used software that incorporates this minimum free energy algorithm

is MFOLDfRNAfold.

. -: -
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CHAPTER 4

Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm is implemented by a computer programming language for testing its

results. There are several programming languages available in computer science and its

related fields. Some of them are high level language like Java, Visual C# etc., where indirect

memory management is used. Some are low level language like Assembly Language, where

direct memory management is used. Some are middle level language like C, C++ etc., where

some facilities of high level language and low level language are available [45, 46]. For the

implementation of our proposed algorithm by computer, C is used as programming language.

In this chapter, Section 4.1 gives the list of the test cases and Section 4.2 shows the results of

the test cases.

4.1 List of the Test Cases

Two RNA structures': Precursor and mature mRNAs are used for experiment. These RNA are

extensively used in bioinformatics field for experiment to find the accuracy of the algorithm.

Twenty three different types of mRNA are selected as test caSes for this experiment. The list

ofmRNAs are,:

I. • Sehmidtea mediterranea

• Mus musculus

49

• Debaryomyces hansenii

• Gallus gallus

• Ricinus communis glycerophosphoryl diesterphosphodiesferase, putative, mRNA

• Verticillium dahliae

• . Leishmania infantum

• Arabidopsis thaliana

• Ricinus communis

• Rattus norvegicus

• Oryza sativa Japonica Group .'
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• Nematostella vectensis

• Branchiostoma floridae

• Arabidopsis thaliana

• Medicago truncatula

• Medicago truncatula

• Nicotiana tabacum

• Danio rerio

• ,Verticillium dahliae strain

• Xenopus laevis .

• Leishmania infantum

• Zea mays

• Homo sapiens titin

4.2 Results of the Test Cases

Our proposed algorithm is experimented by mRNAs whose required time is measured for

checking the accuracy of our proposed algorithm. The computational time of above

mentioned mRNAs by Tsang et al.'s algorithm and our proposed algorithm are shown in

Table 4.1 as follow.

d
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Table 4.1 .Comparison of required time of Tsang et. al.' s algorithm and. our. proposed

algorithm for different types ofmRNA

NameofmRNA Sequence No of Required Time
Length Helix

Tsang et al.'s Our proposed
algorithm algorithm

-

Schmidtea mediterranea 587 4610 1.296 .0.015

Mus musculus 653 7464 3.765 0.031

Debaryomyces hansenii 681 8796 5.515 0.046

Gallus gallus 781 10661 9.046 0.062

Ricinus communis 873 11438 10.625 0.093

Verticillium dahliae 903 11989 12.765 0:125

Leishmania infantum 951 14450 22.046 0.156

Arabidopsis thaliana 955 15801 34.359 0.187

Ricinus communis 966 16194 33.796 0.234

Rattus norvegicus 1030 18877 58.390 0.265

We implemented our algorithm by C and gave input of different sequences of length 100 to

3000 nucleotides. The sequence length, no. of helices and time required to generate the

helices are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4~2Sequence length and time required to generate the helices

51

Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
100 134 0.015
110 170 0.015
120 171 0.015
130 232 0.015
140 227 0.015
150 359 0.015
160 416 0.015

I
I
I
I
l-

I
I

I
J~ _

Sequence No of Required
Length . helices Time (Sec) .
170 450 .0.031
180 468 0.031
190 566 0.031
200 . 594 .0.031
.210 662 .0;031
220 674 0.031
.230 766 0.031 :

:..,
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Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
690 7999 0.531
700 8332 0.546
710 8488 0.562
720 8460 0.593
730 8808 0.609
740 9120 0.640
750 9896 0.671
760 9964 0.687 ,

770 10082 0.718
780 10468 0.750
790 10516 0.765
800 10880 0.796
810 11142 0.828
820 11571 .0.859
830 11813 0.890
840 12246 0.921
850 . 13162 0.953
860 13493 0.984
870 13357 1.03i
880 13740 1.062
890 14028 1.093
900 14352 1.125
910 14501 1.171
920 14548 1.203
930 15042 1.250
940 15330 1.281
950 16358 1.328 .
960 16732 1.359
970 16786 .1.406
980 . 17099 1.453
990 17212 1.500
1000 18076. 1;546
1010 18274 1.593
1020 18363 1.640
1030 18790 1.687
1040 19110 . 1.734
1050 19454 1.781
1060 19924 1.828
1070 20131 1.875
1080 20528 1.937
1090 20771 1.984
1100 21597 2.046
1110 21698 2.093
1120 21767 2.156
1130 22290 2.218

Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
240 826 0.046
250 982 0.046

.260 1075 0.046
270 1167 0.046
280 1231 0.046
290 1316 0.062

.300 . 1423 0.062
310 1460 0.062
320 1471 0.078
330 1601 0.078
340 1669 0.078
350 2011 0.093
360 2121 0.093
370 2211 0.093
380 2370 0.109
390 2414 0.109
400 2562 0.125
410 2765 0.125
420 2773 0.140
430 2976 0.140
440 3067 0.156
450 3550 0.171
460 3648 0.171
470 3732 0.187
480 3947 0.203
490 4024 0.203
500 4180 0.218
510 4326 0.234
520 4281 0.234
530 4518 0.250
540 4684 0.265
550 5339 0.281
560 5417 0.296
570 5463 0.312
580 5764 - 0328
590 5835 0.343
600 6014 0.359
610 6153 0.375
620 6138 0.390
630 6409 0.406
640 6626 0.421
650 7345 0.437
660 7427 0.468
670 7648 0.484 .
680 7941 0.500

.

,

I
I
J
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Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
.1140 22738 2.265
1150 23030 2.328
1160 23645 2.390
1170 24068 2.453
1180 24922 2.515
1190 25010 2.578
1200 25041 2.640
1210 26188 2.703
1220 26206 2.781
1230 26113 2.843
1240 26811 2.906
1250 27429 2.984
1260 28243 3.046
1270 29036 3.125

. 1280 29006 3.203
1290 29691 3.265
1300 29813 3.343
1310 30123 3.421
1320 30590 3.500
1330 30689 3.578
1340 31287 3.656
1350 31968 3.750
1360 33690 3.828
1370 33827 3.906
1380 33972 4.000
1390 34480 4.078
1400 34537 4.171
1410 35108 4.265
1420 35577 4.343
1430 35621 4.437
1440 35938 4.531
1450 36901 4.625
1460 38433 4.718
1470 38864 4.812
1480 38712 4.921
1490 39393 5.015
1500 39816 5.125
1510 40398 5.218
1520 40594 5.328
1530 40550 5.421
1540 40958 5.531
1550 42035 5.640
1560 43458 5.750
1570 44084 5.859
1580 44450 5.968

Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
1590 44564 6.078
1600 45222 6.203
1610 45872 .6.312
1620 46061 6.421
1630 46184 6.546
1640 46732 6.671
1650 47640 6.781
1660 49341 6.906
1670 49435 7.031

- 1680 49683 7.156
1690 50504 7.281
1700 50674 7.421
1710 51509 7.546
1720 51917 7.671
1730 52447 7.812
1740 53010 7.937
1750 54286 8.078
1760 55846 .8.218
1770 56629 8.359
1780 56509 8.500
1790 57060 8~640
1800 57547 8.796
1810 58625 8.937
1820 58713 9.093
1830 59075 9.234
1840 . 59603 9.390
1850 60398 9.546
1860 62236 9.687
1870 63167 9.843
1880 63321 10.015
1890 63549 10.171
1900 64138 10.328
1910 65716 10.500
1920 65243 10.656
1930 65369 10.828
1940 65791 11.000
1950 66646 11.156
1960 68588 11.328
1970 .69560 11.515
1980 70078 11.687
1990 70405 f1.859

..2000 70927 12.031
2010 69014 12.218
2020 69407 12.390

."2030 .. 69977 12.578._ .. ..

. '.,-
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Sequence No of Required
Len~h helices Time (Sec)
2040 70582 ,12.765
2050 71073 12.937
.2060 71976 13.125
2070 74374 13.312
2080 74650 13.515
2090 74832 13.703
2100 75291 13.906,
2110 75830 14.093
2120 76524 14.296
2130 77165 14.500
2140 77240 14.687
2150 77741 14.890
2160 79003 15.109
2170 81357 15.312
2180 81930 15.515
2190 81811 15.734
2200 82705 15.937
2210 83565 16.156
2220 84142 16.375
2230 84526 16.593
2240 84494 16.812
2250 85121 17.046
2260 86680 17.265
2270 88541 17.484
2280 89404 17.718
2290 899~0 17.953
2300 90023 18.187
2310 91149 18.421
2320 91920 18.656
2330 92340 18.890
2340 . 92238 19.140
2350 93276 19.375
2360 94463 19.625
2370 96894 19.875
2380 97060 20.125
2390 97449 20.375
2400 . 98459 20.625
2410 98810 20.875
2420 99823 21.140
2430 100595 : 21.390
2440 101158 21.656

.2450
"
101840 . . 2,1:921

2460 103860 22.'187
2470 106055 22.468.
2480 106829 '. 22.734

•.

Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
2490 106735 23.015
2500 107552 23.281
2510 108326 23.562
2520 109564 23.843
2530 109870 24.125
2540 110332 24.421
'2550 110993 24.703
2560 112090 25.000
2570 114538 25.281
2580 115759 25.578
2590 115824 25.875
2600 116387 26.171
2610 117134 26.484
2620 119157 26.781
2630 . 118549 27.093
2640 118779 27.390
2650 119251 27.703
2660 120408 28.015
2670 122964 28.343
2680 124222 28.656
2690 124719 28.984
2700 125409 29.312
2710 126055 29.640
2720 126992 29.968
2730 127892 30.296
2740 128744 30.625
2750 130066 30.968
2760 130679 31.312
2770 131809 31.656
2780 132757 32.000
2790 133888 32.359
2810 135681 33.078
2820 136644 33.437
,2830 137549 33.796
2840 138639 34.171
2850 139395 34.531
2860 J40306 34.906
2870 141401 35.281

.2880 142191 35~656
2890 143228 36.046

. 2900 144196 36.437 .
2910 145585 3.6.828
2920. 146470 .37.203
2930 147360 37.593
2940 148378 . 38.031

54
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Sequence No of Required
Length helices Time (Sec)
2950 149614 38.437
2960 150412 38.843
2970 151260 39.234
2980 152410 39.671

2990
3000

153182
154295

40.093
40.515

55

In, helix generation table, corresponding helix number and time is measured by the given
sequences.

4.2.1 Analysis of result
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Figure 4.1 Sequence length vs. time curve

Figure 4.1 shows the best-fit curve that takes sequence length in the x-axis and time required

to generate the helices in the y-axis. From this figure, we find the least-squares quadratic

equation as

y = 7E-06x2 + 0.001x - 5

and the coefficient of determination as

Ii? = 0.958"

and the correlation coefficient R = 0.9787
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These results indicate that 95.8 percent of the original uncertainty has been explained by the

model. This result supports the conclusion that the quadratic equation represents an

excellent fit of the running time of our proposed algorithm. Thus the time complexity of

O(n2) of our algorithm supports the experimental results.

4.3 Secondary Structure Prediction
From our proposed algorithm, we fmd how many valid helices are produced. Now we calculate all

possible secondary structures by these helices. Here, we take 80 lengths of sequences and we find 78

possible secondary structures. Finally we calculate free energy for each structure by the help of

EMBOSS explorer server.EMBOSS explorer is a web-based graphical user interface to the EMBOSS

suite of bioinformatics tools [47]. It is written in Perl. There is a function vrnaeval( ) which will

give us the energy as an output value for the corresponding given structure value as an input

file. Calculating the energy we extract the minimum energy for the stable secondary structure

for that RNA.

Table 4.3 Predicted Structures

No of structures
1
2
3
4

5
6'
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Ener
. -15.5

-12.99
-2.76
13.82
-12.04
-0.18
-15.1
-0.16
4.31
-0.3
-7.62
8.09
5.41
2.2
1.2 '

-3.22
12.94
'6.2
-11.1
-17.5
,0.85
-5.8

-'9

". - .

1__ ----'----'-----.' . :.' ..... ,.'

., . ~'.'. .

~'.. -~. .'
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I
I.

d'

No of structures
24
25
26
27.
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Predicted Structures in dot bracket notation
« ( ~)).r« « « « ») ») »» .
« (......... »).(i .(« « ») ) )))) .
« ( ~».. « « « « ») ») ))) .
« ( ») .. ( «.( « « »» » ).( « » ) .
« ( ))) ( « « « ( »») ( « ») ») .
« ( ») (« « « ( ») ) ») .
« ( ») (« « « ( ») ))) .
« ( ») («(.( «............... 1) «( ») ») .
« ( ») (« .( «............... .. » ) .
« ( ») («( .( «............... .. ») .
« « »»( « «(............... . (« ») »))
«« »))«« « .. «( ») ») .
« (( ») )(l :«............... .. ») .
«((( ») (I « l) ») ((( ( »» .
«(((. ») 1.( {(.......... .. »))).))) ))) .
«(( ( » (« »)( « « ( (« ») »».»)
««(. 1l «« II I (( 1\ ((. (1 ») »».»)
« « ») ( « » ).( « ( « «(I ).») » » .
« « »» ( « « « »»») .. (« (. ( ») » » .
« « »» ( « »)( « « « ( ( » ) »».»)
« « »» («.( « C({ ( »».»» ») .
« « »» ( «.( « ( .. ( « »).»» .. ») .
« « »» ( « .. ( « « »») .. » (« ( »» .
« « »» (( «.( « ( »» »» .
« « » ) ( « (.( « ( »».»» .
« « »» « ( .. «( »).»» «« »» .
« « »))) ;(l :« ( ))).... )))) .
« « )))) (1 ( ))) ).(( ( ) ) .
«((( »». . »).«(( «( »)) )))
« (.( « « « »») ) » ).( « « « « « »».») »» .
« (.( « « « »»» 1.. »).«« »» ( « ( »» .
« (.( « « « »»» » ) .. «( « « « « ) ».») » ) , ..
«( .«««( » »») ») .. « ( »).«( ( ») .

. «((( (( »» )))............... ) ( (( ..( « (. ))) ))) .

.( ( « « »))))))............... ...(« .. ( (( ( )))).)) .

.(( «((( )))))))............... '(( )) ) (« ( )))) .
« (.( « « « »»») » ( «.( « ( »» ») .
« (.( « « « ))))))) ))) («.( « ( »».») .
« (.( « « « »)) l))) ))) (« » ) (( « » ) .
« « « « « ( »»») ( « »).»»( « « « ( « »), ).)))
«1111 »» ) 1 (. •••••••• ))). « »» )) .
( « « ( « « ( ») »» 1 .( •.••••••• »). »»( « « « »». ») .
«« «(( «( »»») ( »). »»«( ») « « »))) .
« « « « « ( »»») ( « »). ») (« ( ( « ») ») ) .
« « « « «( )))) ))) ( « »). »» («(( »)))«(( , .. »)
« « « « « ( »»») («., »).»» ( « ( »» ( « ( :»» .
«« «( « ( » »») « ( » ).»» ,.«( «( ») »)
« « « « « ( »») » «( »).»» ( «( « ( ») ) ) .
« « « « « ( »»») ( « »).»».: ( « » ).( « »)
« « « « « ( ) )))))) « ( »).»» ( « ») « « ») .

---'--- ~ - _.~ .,-~. --- -- -

EnereY
13.82
10.11
9.92
2.6
0.2
6.65
6.34
3.44
10.87
10.52
0.04
-0.56
5.22
5.34
-4.6
-5.46
-9.2
4.3
-12.8
-6.3
6.6
1.3
-4.5
10.38
7.7
4.3
2.8
-5

-5.82
-2.09
6.21
-5.99
-2.49
1.71
~2.29
2.91
-0.69
-6.49
0.01
-13.3
-4.11
-8.4.
-3.1
-9
-4.3
-3

-7.72
-11.3'
-6.9
-7.8

J
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(No of structures
74
75
76
77
78

Ener
-6
0.3
-3
-6

-lOA

1

J
im

From Table 4.3 the minimum free energy is found to be -17.50 when the sequence length is 80. So the

final stable structure that we find from our experimental result is

Figure 4.2 Predicted secondary structure
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CHAPTERS

Conclusion and Future Work

In this final chapter, we summarize the conclusion that can be drawn from the research that-is

carried out in this thesis and then provide suggestions for future work.

5.1 Conclusion of this Study

We propose helix generation algorithm to predict secondary structure of RNA. We present an

efficient aigorithm with less time complexity O(n2), whereas Tsang et al. need O(n4) time to

generate helices ~fan RNA, where n is the number ofnucleotides in the RNA. We implement

this program iIi Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, 2.93 GHz, 1.96 GB of RAM machine.

Our proposed algorithm is experimented by mRNAs whose required time is measured for

checking the accuracy of our proposed algorithm. The result supports the conclusion that the
I

quadratic equation represents an excellent fit of the running time of our proposed algorithm.

Thus the time complexity of O(n2) of our algorithm supports the experimental results;

_Our proposed algorithm takes O(il) space to generate helices of an mRNA,. where n is the

number of nucleotides in the mRNA. The sequence length of mRNA may be up to several

thousands ofnucleotides. Thus n is of the order of thousands. Since space complexity of our-

algorithm is O(n2), we can say that our proposed algorithm is efficient in terms of space as

well.

. After calculating the ~nergy we extract the minimum energy for findiIU~the stable secondary

structure for that RNA.

,.' .".
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

In our research work, only helix generation algorithm is analyzed. So, the following works

can be carried out in future:

i) Finding more efficient algorithm for secondary structure prediction of RNA.

ii) Adding mutation operators for the prediction of secondary structure.

iii) Improvement of cost function that isused in the prediction of secondary structure.

60
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